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ABSTRACT 
Doping experiments on LaoCuO^, SroCu03 and SrCuo(B03)o were performed with the intent of 
synthesizing new metallic low-dimensional cuprate oxide compounds. Magnetic susceptibility \(T) mea­
surements on a polycrystalline LaoCuO.i sample chemically oxidized at room temperature in aqueous 
NaCIO showed superconductivity with a superconducting transition temperature Tc of 42.6 K and a 
Meissner fraction of 26%. VVe were unable to electrochemically oxidize LaoCuO.; in a nonaqueous solu­
tion of tctramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH) and methanol. SroCu03 was found to decompose 
u p o n  e x p o s u r e  t o  a i r  a n d  w a t e r .  E l e c t r o n  p a r a m a g n e t i c  r e s o n a n c e ,  i s o t h e r m a l  m a g n e t i z a t i o n  M ( H ) ,  
and x(T) measurements on the primary decomposition product. SriCu(OH)u, were consistent with a 
nearly isolated, spin S = local moment model for the Cu+2 spins. From a fit of %(T) by the Curie-
Weiss law and of the M(H) isotherms by a modified Brillouin function, the weakly antiferromagnetic 
exchange interaction between adjacent Cu+2 spins in Sr2Cu(OH)6 was found to be J/kg = 1.06(4) K. 
Doping studies on SrCu2(BO3)2 were inconclusive. x(T) measurements on an undoped polycrystalline 
sample of SrCu2(BO3)2, a sample treated with distilled water, and a sample treated with aqueous 
NaCIO showed no qualitative differences between the samples. 
In addition, %(T) and M ( H ,  T )  studies of the ultra-hard material MgAlBu were carried out in 
search of superconductivity or ferromagnetism in this compound. \{T) measurements on a powder 
sample revealed temperature-independent diamagnetism from 1.8 K up to room temperature with a 
Curie-Weiss impurity concentration equivalent to ~ 1 mol% of spin-? ions. In contrast, M{H, T) data 
on hot pressed samples showed evidence of ferromagnetic transitions above ~ 330 K. Scanning electron 
microscopy and Auger microprobe analysis of the hot pressed samples indicated that the observed 
ferromagnetism was likely due to Fe impurities. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The physics of low-dimensional quantum spin systems has been intensively studied over the past 
15 years due to its relevance to the physics of layered cuprate superconductors and to the variety 
of unconventional magnetic and electronic properties exhibited by such materials. The field of low-
dimensional quantum magnetism has a long history dating back to the early 1930s with the publication 
of the Bethe ansatz equations [1] from which, in principle, the eigenvalues of the spin S = ? Heisenberg 
chain can be obtained. By the early 1990s, research on spin-chain and spin-ladder materials related 
to high-temperature (high-Tc) superconductors had become a subfield of condensed-matter physics. 
The current experimental work on spin-ladders has been driven by theory but is limited by the lack 
of known spin-ladder compounds, particularly metals. Of the cuprates, only (Sr. Ca)i.iCu2.|0.u is 
known to become metallic and superconducting, and then only under high pressure.[2, 3] However, the 
interpretation of its properties is complicated by the fact that it is composed of both C112O3 ladder and 
C11O3 chain layers. 
The parent compounds of the high-7^ cuprates have a Cu+2 spin-? magnetic sublattice made up of 
CuOo planes as shown by the high-temperature (> 530 K) LaoCuO.j structure (T structure) shown in 
Fig. 1.1. The Cu+2 spins strongly interact with their nearest-neighbor spins antiferromagnetically 
via magnetic superexchange according to the Heisenberg Hamiltonian 
where J  >  0 ( J  <  0) is the exchange constant for antiferromagnetic (ferromagnetic) interactions and 
the sum is over all distinct nearest-neighbor pairs of spins. The magnetic sublattice is therefore referred 
to as a 2-dimensional (2D) Heisenberg square lattice. 
In the field of quantum magnetism, the terminology "two-leg spin-ladder" is used to describe a quasi-
10 structure in which the spins are placed at the junction of the rungs and the legs of a conventional 
ladder. Additional legs can be added to form an Un-Ieg spin-ladder," where again, additional spins are 
placed at the junction of the rungs and legs. A 2D square lattice can be considered to be an n-leg spin-
ladder with n = 00. The two-leg ladder compound SrCuoOg has a so-called trellis layer lattice, shown in 
(1.1) 
<ij> 
LsgCuOa Sr2Cu03 NCI2CUO4 
o :La, Sr, and Nd ° :0 
• :Cu ° :Vacancy 
Figure 1.1 Comparison between the body-centered tetragonal KgNiF^ 
(I4/mmm) crystal structure of LagCuO^ (above 530 K, called the T 
structure), the orthorhombic (Immm) crystal structure of SroCuOa, 
and the body-centered tetragonal (14/mmm) crystal structure of 
NdoCuCXt (called the T' structure). Reprinted from Ref. [4]. 
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Fig. 1.2, in which each two-leg ladder is offset from the two adjacent ones by half an inter-rung spacing, 
and the overall layer composition is C110O3. The Sr+2 ions are situated between adjacent CU0O3 
layers. Adding another leg to each two-leg ladder produces the three-leg ladder compound SroCusOg. 
These two- and three-leg ladder compounds were discovered by Hiroi and colleagues [8] in 1991. 
In 1993, Rice, Gopalan and Sigrist [6, 7] predicted that even-leg spin-? ladders, as in SrCuoOa, should 
exhibit an energy gap ("spin-gap") between a singlet ground state and lowest-lying triplet magnetic 
excited states, whereas odd-leg ladders, as in Sr^CusOs, should be gapless. In addition they predicted 
that the two- and three-leg ladders in the respective compounds should be effectively decoupled from 
adjacent ones due to the staggered nature of the trellis layer lattice. Subsequent magnetic susceptibility 
experiments verified the predictions.[9-13] Recently, D. C. Johnston and colleagues (Ref. [5j) did a 
comprehensive theoretical and experimental study of the magnetic susceptibility of (undoped) oxide 
spin-ladder compounds and extracted the exchange constants along the leg and rung directions of the 
ladders. 
SroCuOa is a model spin-? linear-chain compound consisting of ID CuOy chains. The orthorhombic 
structure of SroCuOg is derived from the layered tetragonal KoNiF.i structure by removing lines of 
oxygen atoms parallel to the a axis from within the C'uOo layers of the hypothetical tetragonal KoNiF.|-
type compound SroCuOj. The vacancies shown in the SroCu03 structure in Fig. 1.1 arc those "missing" 
oxygens. The strongest Cu-O-Cu supercxchange in this compound is along the a axis. 
(VO)oP2O7 is a prime example of an alternating exchange chain compound. An alternating exchange 
chain is a chain structure in which the nearest-neighbor exchange coupling alternates between two values 
along the chain. The basic structure of (VO^P-jOt, shown in Fig. 1.3, consists of structural two-leg 
ladders, but after more than a decade of study, scientists now agree that its properties are best described 
by an alternating-exchange-chain model with coupling constants J\ and Jo shown in the figure. A 
detailed history of the study of the magnetic properties of (VO^PiO? can be found in Ref. [14]. 
The properties of insulating spin-ladder and spin-chain oxide compounds are well known and sev­
eral review articles have been written on the subject.[5, 14—19] The phenomenology in oxides of the 
transition from a 2D antiferromagnet to a 3D superconductor is well known from studies of the high-Tc 
cuprates. Very little, however, is known about the phenomenology of the transition from a quasi-lD 
antiferromagnetic spin system to a 3D superconductor in oxides. In particular, will the even-leg and 
odd-leg spin-ladders exhibit markedly different behavior upon doping? Will both exhibit superconduc­
tivity? These questions can only be answered by experimental studies on doped compounds. The two-
and three-leg cuprate spin-ladders cannot be synthesized at ambient pressure. Therefore, we have cho-
4 
Trellis Layer Structure of SrCuaOg and CaVgOs 
Figure 1.2 Sketch showing the basic trellis layer structure of the M = Cu 
and V sublattices in the two-leg ladder compound SrCuoOa and 
in CaVoOs and MgVoOg, respectively. The figure shows the intra-
l a d d e r  l e g  J  a n d  r u n g  J '  e x c h a n g e  c o n s t a n t s ,  a n d  t h e  i n t e r l a d d e r  J "  
exchange coupling within the trellis layer. Also shown is the cyclic 
exchange Ja around each M.i plaquette of each ladder. The intra-
ladder diagonal coupling Jdia8 between second-nearest-neighbors 
within each M4 plaquette of each ladder and the nearest-neighbor 
interladder coupling J'" between pairs of M atoms in adjacent 
stacked layers are not shown. Oxygen atoms are placed on the legs 
and rungs of each two-leg ladder between adjacent copper atoms. 
After Ref. [5]. 
a 
A 
+ PO. V 
+4 
Figure 1.3 Sketch of the basic structures of ambient-pressure and high-pressure 
(VO)2PaOr in the ac plane, showing the exchange constants J\ 
and Jo along the spin-? V+4 alternating-exchange chains and Ja 
in a perpendicular direction along the legs of the structural two-leg 
ladders. 
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sen to study the linear chain compound SroCuOs for two reasons: 1) it is a model ID magnetic system 
consisting of only C11O3 chains and 2) it can be easily synthesized in our laboratory. One wishes to 
dope SroCuOs without disturbing the integrity of the C11O3 chains, so that any additional dopant atom 
should be added between the C11O3 chains. Substitutional doping generally adds charge carriers to a 
material in a random way. These randomly distributed carriers can become localized to lattice sites, 
a phenomenon known as Anderson localization, making the material insulating. Oxygen ions interca­
lated into LaoCuOj via electrochemical oxidation, however, were shown to crystallographically order 
without disturbing the CuOo planes. The intercalated oxygen atoms occupy the interstitial site shown 
in Fig. 1.4.[20, 21] This T structure interstitial site is identical to the interlayer O site (the oxygen 
position in the trivalent-metal oxide layer) in the related tetragonal NdoCuO^ structure (Tz structure), 
shown in Fig. 1.1. Based on the above discussion the intercalated oxygen in a hypothetical compound 
SroCuOa+i could occupy cither the vacant sites in the centcr panel of Fig. 1.1 within the Cu-O layers 
or the interstitial sites in Fig. 1.4 as in LaoCuO-i+j. .4 priori we do not know which possibility is more 
likely. Therefore, we hoped to achieve in SroCuOs a result similar to that achieved in LaoCuO., by using 
electrochemical oxidation as a doping technique. A review of the previous success of this technique on 
La->Cu04 and the results of our control experiments will be presented in Ch. 3. Our results from doping 
experiments on SroCu03 will be presented in Ch. 4. 
In addition to SroCuOa, we have studied the 2D spin-dimer compound SrCuo(BO3)o. It is a physical 
realization of the Shastry-Sutherland model [22], for which the ground state wavefunction is known. 
The ground state for the spin-? Shastry-Sutherland lattice, in contrast to the spin-? square lattice, is 
not antiferromagnetically ordered but is rather a dimer valence bond spin-liquid exhibiting a spin-gap. 
To our knowledge, no doped SrCuo(B03)o compounds have been reported in the literature. It is very 
interesting and important to see how the properties of doped SrCu2(BO3)2 compare with the well-
known properties of the high-Tc cuprates. A brief review of the current theory and physical properties 
of SrCuo(B03)2 will be given in Ch. 5, followed by our results from chemical oxidation experiments. 
Finally, we present a study of the magnetic properties of the ultra-hard material MgAlBu. This 
work was motivated in part by the discovery of superconductivity in MgBo [23], and the discovery of 
exotic ferromagnetism in CaBc-[24] Like MgAlBu, neither of these materials contain transition metal 
atoms. Chemically modified MgAlBu was discovered by Ames Lab scientists to be the second hardest 
material known [25], but very little was known about its magnetic properties. Therefore, to study how 
its physical properties compared to MgBo and CaBe, we undertook a study of the magnetic properties 
of MgAlBu- A more extensive introduction to MgAlBu in the context of MgBo and CaBg is given in 
<8> 
Cu 
o o 
La 
®  8 0  
Figure 1.4 The high-temperature tetragonal structure of La2CuO44.fi showing 
the crystallographic position of the intercalated oxygen atoms. 
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Ch. 6, followed by our results. 
A variety of techniques have been used to study the aforementioned materials. Our primary tools, 
powder x-ray diffraction, thermal analysis, magnetization, and electrochemical oxidation, will be dis­
cussed in Ch. 2. Other measurements such as electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) will be discussed 
as appropriate. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Powder X-ray Diffraction 
Powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) is used to identify materials and determine their crystal structure. 
The technique is based on the Bragg Diffraction Law, 
A = 2(/sin0, (2.1) 
where A is the photon wavelength, d is the spacing between diffraction planes, and 6 is the diffraction 
angle (also called the Bragg angle). Measurements arc carried out by recording the diffracted intensity 
as a function of 29 as the sample and detector are swept through an angular range. Our goniometer 
geometry is 0-29: the angle between the incoming beam and the sample surface and the angle between 
the sample surface and the diffracted beam is 9, whereas the angle between the incoming beam and the 
diffracted beam is 29. The diffraction angles (also referred to as line positions) are used to determine the 
crystal symmetry and lattice parameters of a material (see the appendix). The diffracted intensities can 
be fit to determine the positions of atoms in the unit cell. Every material has a unique x-ray diffraction 
pattern and thus the technique is a very powerful phase identification tool. However, a minimum 
concentration of ~ 2-5 wt.% of a phase in a crystalline sample is necessary for reliable identification. 
Samples were analyzed for phase purity using powder XRD patterns obtained on a Rigaku x-ray 
diffractometer with CuA'q radiation. The goniometer setup consists of a fixed x-ray tube and a sample 
holder and detector which move in a horizontal plane. The sample surface must therefore be vertical and 
thus the sample powder was attached to the holder, a glass microscope slide, with vaseline. Diffraction 
line positions were determined manually to ± 0.01 ° and assigned Miller indices (hkl values) from 
structure solutions in the literature. Lattice parameters were then obtained by refining the line positions 
with a nonlinear least squares fitting routine. (The Mathematica code is presented in Appendix A along 
with a discussion of the details of determining lattice parameters from powder XRD patterns.) 
To obtain more accurate lattice parameters, samples were mixed with an internal standard powder 
(e.g. Si) before mounting on the slide. Line positions were still determined manually, but the non-
11 
linear least squares fitting program F IN AX was used to obtain lattice parameters. F IN AX takes the 
experimental positions of an internal standard and computes an angular dependent 9 offset, which is 
a systematic error in the line positions (see Appendix A). It then corrects the sample line positions 
before fitting them to obtain lattice parameters. 
The experimental background from vaseline and glass is mostly amorphous and of low intensity and 
therefore negligible in a typical XRD pattern. However, some samples, notably MgAlBu, had very 
low intensity patterns (likely due to low atomic scattering factors of the atoms present in the sample 
plus possible amorphous secondary phases), and the background was not negligible. For these cases the 
sample was packed into a plastic slide with a 2 mm indentation. The slide background is not seen in 
this case as the x-rays are almost completely diffracted or absorbed by the sample. This method was 
only used for samples with low intensity patterns because of the large amount of sample required and 
the mechanical difficulties of keeping the sample powder in place. 
Electrochemistry 
An electrochemical reaction is a chemical transformation involving a net electron transfer that takes 
place at an electrode/electrolyte interface.[l] In an electrochemical cell, two electrochemical reactions 
occur, one at cach electrode, so that the cell remains electrically neutral. The overall chemical reaction 
is formally identical to a traditional chemical reaction which requires thermal collisional activation plus 
bond breaking. The most important difference between the two is that the electrochemical way of 
effecting a reaction can be controlled by adjusting the current passing through the cell. Another feature 
is that electrochemical reactions can take place at room temperature. This allows the formation of 
metastable phases which would never be accessible in equilibrium at high temperatures. 
The basic setup of the electrochemical cell is shown in Fig. 2.1(a). The actual cell was made with 
a 500 ml 5-neck flask and sealed with ground glass joints. The non-aqueous electrolyte, tctramethyl­
ammonium hydroxide (TMAOH), was dissolved in reagent grade methanol. High purity nitrogen gas 
was bubbled through the electrolytic solution prior to all experiments to remove dissolved oxygen. 
Copper rods with brass screws were used as current contacts. High purity (99.99+%) Pt wire with a 
diameter of 0.005 in (Strem Chemicals) was wrapped around a pellet of the material to be oxidized. 
The other wire was rolled into a little ball to mimic the shape of the sample wire. Wires were wrapped 
around the brass screws and then the electrodes were sealed into the flask via an O-ring-sealed ground 
glass joint adapter. A constant current was supplied to the cell with a Keithley 220 Programmable 
Current Source. Voltage was measured with a Keithley 177 Microvolt DMM multimeter which had a 
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(a) 
Electrolyte 
(b) Ag wire 
AgCI 
KCI solution 
Frit 
Figure 2.1 (a) Schematic of an electrochemical cell where I = current supply. 
V = voltmeter, VV = working electrode, C = counter electrode, and 
R = reference electrode, (b) Schematic of the Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode complete with salt bridge and glass frit. 
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10 Mfi input impedance. Upon completion of electrochemical experiments, samples were removed from 
the flask, rinsed with water and ethanol, and dried under vacuum overnight. 
There is a separation of charge directly surrounding an electrode called the dipole layer which 
contributes to the measured potential difference across an electrode. The potential difference between 
the current-carrying electrodes is generally difficult to interpret because it involves a double dipole layer 
and a potential drop across the electrolytic solution. (A useful analogy is the resistance measurement 
of a sample. The potential drop across the current leads often does not reflect the voltage across the 
sample itself because of contact resistance. Therefore, separate leads are connected to a high-impedance 
voltmeter for measurement of the voltage across the sample. This technique is called a four-probe 
resistance measurement.) The relevant potential difference is that across the dipole layer of the working 
electrode at the electrode/electrolyte interface. This is monitored with a nonpolarizable reference 
electrode which is positioned as close as possible to the working electrode. (This technique is equivalent 
to a three-probe voltage measurement.) The reference electrode potential must be stable with time and 
temperature and not be altered with the passage of a small current.[2] This is achieved by using salts 
that arc sparingly soluble in water. (Most reference electrodes arc developed for aqueous solutions.) 
Common commercially available, nonpolarizable reference electrodes are Hg/HgoC'lo saturated calomel 
electrodes and Ag/AgCl electrodes. VVe used a Ag/AgCl reference electrode because it is commonly 
used in the LaoCuO.» electrochemistry literature and is easy to construct. 
A Ag/AgCl reference electrode (schematic shown in Fig. 2.1(b)) was constructed with 99.9985% Ag 
wire with a diameter of 0.020 in (Alfa Aesar), 99.999% AgCl (Alfa Aesar) and 4M KCl solution saturated 
with AgCl (Fisher Scientific). The reference electrode made contact with the electrolyte through a salt 
bridge and Vycor glass frit. The glass frits tend to crack when exposed to aqueous solutions on one side 
and non-aqueous solutions on the other. Therefore, to prolong the life of a glass frit, it was equilibrated 
inside and outside with a 1:1 (by volume) solution of distilled water and methanol before use. 
Electrochemical oxidation can be accomplished in two ways; either by applying a constant potential 
(voltammetry) at the surface species' oxidation level for a long time, or by applying a constant current 
(coulometry) until the required oxidation level is reached. We performed the latter with a low enough 
current such that the oxygen evolution potential was never reached. (The oxygen evolution potential 
for TMAOH is 1.5 V versus Ag/AgCL[3j) The actual oxidation of bulk material occurs in four steps 
and is illustrated here with LaoCuOj [4]: 
Stage I: electrosorption of OH-, (LagCuO^urf -t- 6(OH~) 
Stage II: surface restructuring, (OH)g (LaoCuOj )surf + <5e~ 
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Stage III: electron/proton transfer reaction, (0H)5(La2Cu0.1)Surf —» (LaoCuO.-+j)surf + 
6H+ + fe-
Stage IV: Q2~ diffusion, (LaoCuO^+^Jbuik-
Later, neutron diffraction experiments indicated that Oo- actually diffuses into the bulk rather than 
02~.[5] Other studies showed evidence for the diffusion of 0~.[6, 7] Stage IV is the rate limiting step.[4, 
6] If the diffusion is too slow, the surface of a material could be oxidized, but not the bulk. In LaoCuOj, 
the high oxygen concentration gradient maintained at the surface layers and the diffusion channels 
formed by La202 interstitial sites make oxidation of bulk powder possible at room tcmperature.[4] 
Single crystals of La2CuO,t, however, could not be efficiently oxidized unless they had a high density 
of microcracks which provided a diffusion channel.[8] An overview of the electrochemistry of La2Cu0.j 
and a summary of our control experiments using LaoCuO^ is given in Ch. 3. 
Chemical oxidation at room temperature was done by reacting samples with aqueous NaCIO (Riedel-
de Haën). Samples were put into a vial containing a few mL of aqueous NaCIO and left to sit for several 
hours to several days. The samples were then removed from the solution, rinsed with distilled water 
and ethanol, and dried under vacuum overnight. 
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis 
A Perkin-Elmer thermal gravimetric analyzer (TGA) was used to determine the oxygen and water 
content of samples and starting materials. The TGA consists of a furnace with a maximum temperature 
of 1000 °C that surrounds a sample pan which hangs from a microbalance. The system is sealed and 
a flowing gas (e.g. He) passes through at a rate of 40-45 cm3/min. In a typical experiment the weight 
of a sample is recorded as the furnace is heated and cooled. Sample sizes generally range from 20-
50 mg. Typical heating/cooling rates arc 1-5 °C/min. The balance has a drift of ±0.003 mg at fixed 
T for long (>1 h) times, however, the typical uncertainty on a weight measurement is 0.02-0.05 mg, 
resulting from incomplete weight loss or gain. Therefore, the estimated asymptotic weight at fixed T for 
infinite time cannot be determined to better than a few hundredths of a mg. Materials were heated in 
both He and 02 atmospheres to check for water content. Oxidized samples were reduced to the lowest 
possible oxidation state in a nominal 5% H/He mixture to determine oxygen contents. Under the best 
conditions, the oxygen content per formula unit can be determined to ± 0.01. 
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Magnetism Units 
Scientists doing basic research in the field of magnetism use the Gaussian system of units almost 
exclusively. The Bohr magneton /jq, equal to 9.27410x 10-21 crg/G in Gaussian units [9], is the funda­
mental unit of magnetic moment. The magnetic induction B and magnetic field H have the same unit 
in the Gaussian system; the Gauss, G, or Oersted, Oe. This equivalency can be seen by the following 
expression, 
B = H + 4ttA/, (2.2) 
where M is the volume magnetization, defined by Eq. (2.2) as the magnetic moment m of a sample 
divided by its volume.[10] From Eq. (2.2), we see that M must also have units of G implying that the 
unit of rn is G cm3, since G cm3/cm3 = G. The volume magnetization M of an object is obtained in 
the general ease by integrating the microscopic magnetization Mmic of the object over the volume of 
the object and dividing by the volume: 
M = ^ Jv AAnic tPx, (2.3) 
where dlix is an infinitesimal volume element. In a magnetometer, we measure the magnetic moment 
•rn of a sample in an applied magnetic field, which is proportional to the magnetization A/. 
Now we want to connect the fundamental unit of magnetic moment, crg/G, with the other unit of 
magnetic moment, G cm3. We will show explicitly that 1 crg/G = 1G cm3. The change in magnetic 
energy per unit volume W of a permeable object introduced into a magnetic field from free spacc is 
given by 
W  = p Jm - d B a  (2.4) 
where m is the magnetic moment of the object and dBo is a differential magnetic induction element.[10] 
The units of Eq. (2.4) are 
cm3 cm3 
Rearranging, we get 
= G cm3. 
In this thesis, G cm3 is used as a unit of magnetic moment. The magnetic moment is usually scaled 
per mole of formula units of the compound being measured whenever possible yielding units of molar 
magnetization given by G cm3/mol. A useful conversion between G cm3/mol and ^g/Formula Unit 
(F. U.) is given by 
aB ( I^b X (9.27410 x 10~21 G cm3\ / 6.02217 x 1023 F. U.\ F_or G cm3 
1 Kv. = (pÂT.) ( ÛTb j ( j = 5085 mol (2.5) 
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The magnetic susceptibility x is a tensor: 
= 
(2
'
6> 
with a, (3 = axis labels. In the paramagnetic (non-magnetically ordered) state, by choosing a and (3 to 
correspond to the principal magnetic axes, Xa$ is diagonal: 
X a  =  X a a  =  lim ~7T~ • (2-~) 
*'n —0 tict 
The magnetic susceptibility is also usually scaled per mole of formula units of the compound being 
measured and, for a powder average, the subscript is dropped, yielding 
<2-8> 
with units of molar magnetic susceptibility given by cm3/mol. The volume susceptibility y vol is dimen­
sion less and is obtained by multiplying x by the molar density of the sample in units of rnol/cm3. 
Although the Gaussian unit for magnetic field is the Oe (or G), for convenience we will often express 
magnetic field magnitudes in Tesla (T), where 1T = 10"' G. VVe do not use the unit "emu"' in this thesis 
because it is useless for unit conversions and is sometimes used as the unit for both magnetic moment 
and magnetic susceptibility. A magnetic moment emu is a G cm3, whereas a magnetic susceptibility 
emu is a cm3. 
SQUID Magnetometer 
Magnetic susceptibility x versus temperature T  and magnetization M  versus magnetic field H  mea­
surements from 1.8-400 K were carried out using a Quantum Design MPMS superconducting quantum 
interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. The magnetometer is equipped with a 5.5 T magnet and 
continuous temperature control from 1.8 to 400 K. The operating details of the various components are 
discussed below. 
Sample Holders 
High purity quartz tubes (Heraeus® Amersil, Friedrich and Dimmock, Inc.) (< 0.2 ppm Fe) that 
had been melted shut in the middle with a Ho/Oo torch wliile holding the length constant, and a gelcap 
inserted into a clear straw, were the two types of sample holders used. The quartz holders with an outer 
diameter of 4 mm and 1 mm wall thickness have a negligible background signal. The gelcap background, 
however, is not always negligible and hard to characterize. A "gelcap" is a clear, commercially available 
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Figure 2.2 Magnetic moment m  versus temperature T  data (©) measurements 
taken in a magnetic field of H = lOkOo for an empty gelcap in­
serted into a straw. The numbers labeling the data sets refer to the 
chronological order in which the data were taken. All data were 
taken upon warming. 
gelatin capsule normally used to hold medicine, and contains a significant amount of water (see below). 
The clear straws were obtained from Quantum Design. Inc. 
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show M  versus T  data taken in a magnetic field of H  = 10 kOc for two different 
gelcap/straw combinations. The straw alone has no measurable signal. The numbers represent 
the chronological order in which the data were taken. All data were taken upon warming. The signal 
becomes consistently more positive as more heating and cooling cycles are performed. A gelcap typically 
loses mass after a series of measurements are performed and becomes very brittle. The gelcap used for 
the measurement shown in Fig. 2.2 had a measured mass loss = 2.649 mg. Assuming the mass loss is 
water and using the diamagnetic susceptibility for water tabulated in Réf. [11], — 13x 10~6 cm3/mol = 
—7.2xl0~7cm3/g, the contribution to m(T) is 
Xwator = (-7.2 x 10-^) (0.002649 g) 
= -1.91 x 10-9cm3. (2.9) 
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Figure 2.3 Magnetic moment m versus temperature T  measurements (©) 
taken in a magnetic field of H = lOkOe for an empty gelcap in­
serted into a straw. The numbers labeling the data sets refer to the 
chronological order in which the data were taken. All data were 
taken upon warming. 
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For H  = lOkOe, 
m  =  \ H  = -1.91 x 10"5 G cm3, (2.10) 
which is reasonably close to the value of Am ~ lxlO-5 G cm3 between curves 1 and 3 of Fig. 2.2. 
Based on the above discussion, we conclude that water, which is diamagnetic, is likely being lost from 
the gelcap. One would expect the magnetization of a gelcap to be diamagnetic. The m(T) data for 
gelcap and straw #1, shown in Fig. 2.2, exhibit diamagnetism with a small paramagnetic Curie-Weiss 
contribution at low temperatures. The data for gelcap and straw #2, shown in Fig. 2.3, are qualitatively 
similar, but the entire curve is positive, indicative of paramagnetism. This is not consistent with what 
we expect for a gelcap. A likely explanation is that the gelcap was contaminated with a paramagnetic 
impurity. Since gelcaps cannot be re-used, the inherent uncertainty in the background signal from a 
gelcap cannot be controlled, so it is preferable to use the quartz sample holder when the magnetic 
moment of a gelcap is potentially significant. The sample holder contribution was either negligible or 
corrected for in all plots of \ versus T and M versus H in this thesis unless specifically noted otherwise. 
Magnet 
A diagram of the superconducting solenoid is shown in Fig. 2.4. The solenoid is housed in a 
liquid helium bath; the dewar. vacuum connections and electronics are not shown. The 5.5 T magnet 
is made from superconducting wire and can be operated in persistent and non-persistent mode. When 
the magnet is operated in persistent mode, the power supply is only turned on to change fields. This 
effectively reduces noise in the SQUID and saves liquid helium. The "persistent switch" is a heater 
wrapped around a segment of the superconducting wire across the magnet terminals which, when 
energized, drives the segment normal, thus electrically opening the superconducting loop. Charging 
the magnet in persistent mode is demonstrated in Fig. 2.5. Persistent mode was used exclusively for 
measurements reported in this thesis. 
Sample Tube 
The sample chamber is a sealed tube containing helium thermal exchange gas and is positioned on 
the axis of the solenoid. The lower portion of the tube is lined with copper to provide a region of high 
thermal uniformity around the sample. A thermometer positioned near the sample is used above 14 K, 
but cannot be used below that temperature because the magnetic field renders it unreliable. Therefore 
another thermometer is positioned at the bottom of the sample tube outside of the magnetic field for 
use at temperatures below 10 K. A combination of the two temperature readings is used in the 10-14 K 
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Figure 2.4 A diagram of Quantum Design's SQUID magnetometer supercon­
ducting solenoid. Reprinted from Ref. [12]. 
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A. 
Initial Ramping of a Superconducting Magnet 
0. 
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current switch 
(heater) 
solenoid H=O power 
supply off 
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(heater) 
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Figure 2.5 Sequence of steps involved in initially setting the field in a super­
conducting magnet. A) The persistent current switch is turned 
"on" opening the superconducting loop containing the solenoid. B) 
The current from the power supply to the magnet is ramped to the 
desired level. C) The persistent switch is turned "off". The super­
conducting loop is closed, but the power supply remains energized. 
D) The current from the power supply is ramped to zero leaving 
the current running in the closed superconducting loop. Reprinted 
from Ref. [12]. 
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region. The typical difference in temperature readings of the two thermometers at T = 5 K and H = 
0 Oe is 0.02 K whereas at T — 300 K and H = 0 Oe it is 6-8 K. 
Signal Detection Circuitry 
A second-order (second-derivative) gradiometer detection coil, shown in Fig. 2.6, surrounds the 
sample tube. The detection coil, which consists of three coils 1.5 cm apart, is made from a single piece 
of superconducting wire. The coils arc configured with the single-turn top and bottom coils wound 
counter-clockwise and the two-turn middle coil wound clockwise. The net magnetic flux through the 
coil set due to an applied magnetic field H and its first derivative dH/dz is close to zero using this 
design. Background drifts in the SQUID detection circuit due to the relaxation of and fluctuations in 
the large magnetic field of the superconducting magnet arc thus greatly minimized by this configuration. 
Assuming a changing uniform field, possibly with a uniform gradient, the flux change in the middle coil 
closely cancels the sum of the flux changes in the top and bottom coils. The typical cancellation in the 
magnetic field which can be practically achieved is on the order of 10~ '-10-5.[13] However, the high 
field uniformity only occurs in the vicinity of the gradiometer. which is the main reason we choose to 
run 4 cm scans rather than 6 or 8 cm scans. (A "scan" is discussed below.) Each individual coil detects 
the local changes in magnetic flux produced by the dipole-likc field of the sample as the sample is moved 
through the coils. Clearly then, this puts a limitation on sample size. If the sample's magnetic field 
spreads out strongly over all three coils, no reliable signal will be obtained. The Pd magnetic moment 
standard is a right circular cylinder approximately 3 mm in diameter by 3 mm high. Samples of this 
size or smaller are effectively point dipoles to an accuracy of about 0.1%.[14] The magnetic moment of 
samples which have highly inhomogeneous magnetic moment distributions cannot be measured reliably 
in this device because the field distribution is not closely approximated by that of a point dipole. For 
a discussion of the response due to misaligned dipoles see Ref. [15]. 
The detection circuit is a closed loop made from superconducting wire comprising the detection coil 
(discussed above) and a flux transformer or "SQUID input coil" which is housed with an rf SQUID 
inside the liquid helium bath and magnetically shielded from the environment. An rf SQUID is a 
superconducting loop containing one Josephson junction that is inductively coupled to the input coil 
through their mutual inductance. The commonly used Josephson tunnel junction is a Nb:A!Ox:Nb 
trilayer as shown in Fig. 2.7. 
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SECOND—DERIVATIVE COIL 
SUPERCONDUCTING 
WIRE 
MAGNETIC FIELD H 
Figure 2.6 The configuration of the .second-order gradiometer superconducting 
detection coil. The coil sits outside of the sample space within 
the liquid helium bath. The numbers to the right indicate the 
magnetic flux change through the individual loops of the coil upon 
decreasing the magnetic field H shown. The curved arrows indicate 
the induced current directions. Reprinted from Ref. [12]. 
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Figure 2.7 Configurations of Nb-based Josephson junctions, (a) Nb/Alx/Nb 
trilayer, consisting of Nb base electrode, oxidized A1 insulating bar­
rier, and Nb counterelcctrode. (b) Multilayer configuration for Nb 
junction technology, including Nb trilayer, two Nb wiring layers 
(Nbl and Nb2), SiOo insulating layer, a Mo resistive layer, and a 
Au contact layer, on a Si substrate. Reprinted from Rcf. [16]. 
Josephson Junction 
B. D. Josephson (Rcf. [17]) predicted in 1962 that the wavefunctions of two weakly connected 
superconductors (such as those separated by a thin insulating barrier) could overlap enough to allow 
electron pairs (i.e. Cooper pairs) to tunnel across the barrier without generating a resistance. This 
effect is called the "dc Josephson" effect and was first observed by Anderson and Rowcll (Rcf. [IS]) in 
1963. The Josephson current is dependent on the phase difference <z> between the two superconducting 
wavefunctions on either side of the junction and is given by 
/ = /c sin 4>. (2.11) 
where / is the current in the junction and Ic is the maximum supercurrent the junction can support. 
In the presence of a magnetic field, the phase difference 4> is dependent on the total magnetic flux <&totai 
through the loop containing the junction: 
2~<I> tot;il 
$0 ' 
where <Êq = h/2e is the flux quantum.[21] Thus, the Josephson current becomes 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
The ' ac Josephson" effect arises when the junction is biased with a voltage V .  By definition, the dc 
Josephson effect occurs when V = 0, so when a nonzero V is placed across the junction, I > Ic and the 
dc Josephson effect is suppressed. An energy 2eV is required to move the pairs across the junction, and 
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since the dc supercurrent is suppressed, the Cooper pairs oscillate across the junction at a frequency 
corresponding to the energy difference. This frequency is the Josephson frequency, vj = =£V, where —e 
is the charge of the electron and h is the Planck constant. This relationship has provided a stringent 
test of the ratio of the fundamental constants e and h to a precision of 1 part in 1019.[19] 
The dc Josephson effect is employed in SQUID sensors to detect extremely small magnetic flux 
changes. Real Josephson junctions have a hysteretic current-voltage characteristic. As the current is 
increased from zero, the voltage switches abruptly to a non-zero value when I exceeds Ic, but does not 
drop back to zero upon reduction of I until I Ic. This hysteresis is eliminated for operational rf 
SQUIDS by shunting the junction with an external resistor.[20] It is not clear to the author where the 
shunt resistor is placed in the circuit nor is it clear how shunting the junction eliminates the hysteresis. 
Taking the shunt resistor and self-capacitance of the junction into account, the current through the 
junction is given by [20] 
I = Wn - h(0 (2.14) 
where C is the junction's self-capacitance, R is the shunt resistance, Ic sin O is the dc Josephson current, 
yj is the normal "resistive" current, is the current due to the self-capacitance, and Ix(t) is the 
thermal noise associated with the shunt resistor. The thermal noise results in a minimum non-zero 
junction current which is typically 0.9 based on computer simulation.[20] V is only nonzero when 
the magnetic flux through the SQUID loop is changing (see below). 
In the presence of a magnetic field, the loop of inductance L containing the junction acts as an 
LCR circuit. Changes in magnetic flux through the loop will produce a voltage V = <]? across the shunt 
resistor (Faraday's Law). Inserting Eq. (2.12) into this expression for V yields 
v
- ( £ ) * •  (M5> 
Using Eq. (2.15) and neglecting the noise term, one can rewrite Eq. (2.14) in terms of <p as 
h r hC » I  =  I c s m < p  + + — < i > .  (2.16) 
where h is the Planck constant divided by 2tt. This nonlinear differential equation does not in general 
have an analytic closed-form solution. However, one can linearize it in the small angle approximation, 
sin0 —> (p, and obtain the resonant frequency CJ0 and bandwidth B = CJQ/Q. A junction characterization 
parameter often used in the literature is Q2 = 0C = -cR^cl*. Most practical tunnel junctions have Q~ 
values of ~ 60 (fairly underdamped).[16] 
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Figure 2.8 An rf SQUID loop inductively coupled to a resonant tank circuit. 
R (RT) is the shunt resistance (tank circuit resistance), C (CT) 
is the junctions^ self-capacitance (tank circuit capacitance), and L 
(Lf) is the inductance of the SQUID loop (tank circuit inductance). 
After Ref. [20]. 
SQUID Readout Circuitry 
Given the properties of the Josephson junction discussed above, it is clear that one cannot simply put 
voltage leads on the junction and expect to measure a dc current proportional to the amount of magnetic 
flux contained in the junction. Rather, the magnetic flux <5 Is measured by inductively coupling the 
SQUID to an LC resonator or "tank circuit" which is driven by a constant amplitude radio-frequency 
current /rf.[16, 20, 22] The resonant frequency of the tank circuit is typically 20-30 MHz and it has a 
typical Q of ~ 100.[16] The name "rf SQUID" is reserved for SQUIDS of this type. A schematic of a 
SQUID and tank circuit is shown in Fig. 2.8. As the radio-frequency current oscillates back and forth 
through the inductor Lr of the tank circuit, a magnetic field is induced which switches direction each 
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time the current switches direction. The effect of this oscillating magnetic field is as follows. Assume 
there is no magnetic flux in the SQUID and consider the first half of an rf cycle: The superconducting 
SQUID loop is in the Meissner state, so a screening current flows through the loop which keeps the 
magnetic field generated in the inductor of the tank circuit from changing the flux in the loop. However, 
when the screening current exceeds the critical current of the Josephson junction, the junction becomes 
normal and subsequently the magnetic field enters the loop. This transfer of magnetic flux costs energy, 
and therefore the voltage across the resistor /?t of the tank circuit suddenly decreases. Consider the 
second half of the rf cycle: The field induced in the inductor of the tank circuit switches direction as 
does the induced screening current in the SQUID. Again, when the screening current exceeds the critical 
current of the junction, the junction becomes normal allowing the magnetic field to penetrate the loop. 
However, the "new" magnetic flux exactly cancels the magnetic flux which was already in the SQUID 
loop, resulting in a net magnetic flux of zero. Energy is transferred back into the tank circuit, as a 
result of the loss of magnetic flux from the SQUID loop. Therefore, the voltage across Rf suddenly 
increases. In order to measure tiny amounts of flux, the SQUID must behave quantum-mechanically. 
meaning that only quantized amounts of magnetic flux n<I>o can move in and out of the loop. Two 
criteria must be met for this to occur: 1) thermal fluctuations must be kept low so that the Josephson 
current is not "washed-out," and 2) the self-inductance of L of the SQUID loop and the critical current 
lc of the junction must be engineered with appropriate values such that LIC ~ 'I'q. 
In practice, the SQUID is "tuned" such that the cycle discussed above happens exactly one time 
per radio-frequency current cycle. In a properly tuned SQUID, the steps in the voltage across Ry as a 
function of the magnetic flux generated in Lt will also be periodic with the same frequency. Typically, 
the tank circuit voltage is not sinusoidal but rather exhibits a triangular wave pattorn.[16] Generally 
a lock-in amplifier is used to monitor the periodic voltage of the tank circuit. Figure 2.9 shows a 
simplified schematic of an rf SQUID coupled to a resonant tank circuit including the lock-in amplifier 
and feedback circuit electronics. 
Based on the above discussion, the author concludes that the operational state of an rf SQUID is 
that it maintains a quasi-static flux state which is continually monitored via the driven LC resonant 
tank circuit. When an external flux <5$ is applied to the SQUID from the detection circuit, a feedback 
circuit (which is connected to the lock-in amplifier) generates an opposing flux — £«]?. The voltage across 
a resistor in the feedback circuit is measured and amplified and subsequently output as a function of 
relative sample position. Thus, it is changes in magnetic flux rather than absolute values of magnetic 
flux which are measured. The sensitivity of an rf SQUID is of order 10~4 <&o [21]. 
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Figure 2.9 Simplified diagram of the system used to measure the dependence 
of the magnitude of the rf voltage in a tank circuit coupled to a 
SQUID loop on the quasi-static applied magnetic flux to be mea­
sured. Amplitude modulation by the audio oscillator is used to 
facilitate the use of lock-in, narrowband detection. The feedback 
current and, hence, the output voltage are proportional to the mea­
sured flux. Reprinted from Ref. [22]. 
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Figure 2.10 SQUID electronics output voltage versus relative sample position 
for a 4cm scan (©). The solid line is a fit to the data by a linear 
term Iz plus Eq. (2.17) with parameters shown in the figure. 
Data Analysis 
The SQUID electronics output voltage versus sample position for a typical 4 cm scan is shown in 
Fig. 2.10. A "scan" is defined as passing the sample through the detection coil one time. The user 
specifies the number of data points taken during the scan. The available range is 24-64 data points. 
The SQUID data shown in subsequent chapters was taken using a 4 cm scan with 32 data points per 
scan. The sample is moved with a computer controlled stepper motor and the number of steps equals 
the number of data points chosen for the scan. The scan is fit by the Quantum Design software to. 
obtain a value for the magnetic moment in units of emu = G cm3.[23] All fitting algorithms assume a 
point dipole response of the second-order gradiometer coil given by 
V = ^Ofit 
R 
1 (2.17) 
.[(% + #)= + !]& [(t + f+ i)2 + i]* + 
where R is the radius of the coil, A is the separation between the single-turn coil and the two-turn 
coil, z is the sample position, zq is a height offset, and VoRt is an adjustable amplitude parameter. 
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The term in large square brackets is a dimensionless shape function. The amplitude of this function, 
Vofu/fl, is proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample. The R and A values obtained from the 
fit shown in Fig. 2.10 are in agreement with average values quoted by Quantum Design.[24] In addition 
to Eq. (2.17), the fitting algorithms include a constant output voltage offset plus a linear term Iz to 
compensate for scan asymmetries. The default "iterative regression' algorithm compensates for small 
vertical displacements (up to |ZQ| ~ 0.3-0.5 cm) in the sample position. If the sample signal moves too 
far off center, the software automatically switches to a "'linear regression" algorithm which assumes the 
sample is centered. A typical magnetic moment data point for a sample is produced by averaging the 
magnetic moments determined from 5 scans. 
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3 OXIDATION OF La2CuO, 
Introduction 
Sincc the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in La2-x(Ba. Sr)xCu0.v [1. 2], the physical 
properties of the undoped parent compound. LaoCuO.;, have been studied extensively. The structure 
of La2Cu0.t, shown in Fig. 3.1. consists of antiferromagneticallv interacting spin-:? Cu+2 ions arranged 
in CuOn (nearly) planar square lattice layers. LaoCuO.t undergoes a tctragonal-to-orthorhombic 
distortion at ~ 530 K accompanied by a rotation of the oxygen octahedra around the Cu atoms, as 
shown in the figure.[3] 
The ground state of the two-dimensional spin-4 Heisenberg square lattice is antiferromagnetically 
ordered only at T = 0 K.[4] The Mermin-Wagner theorem states that, for n equal to the number of 
degrees of freedom, 
"systems composed of spins with continuous symmetry (n > 2) and short range interac­
tions do not acquire spontaneous magnetization at any finite temperature T if the space 
dimensionality is d < 2." [5] 
The ordering of the spin-? square lattice docs not violate this theorem because the ordering occurs 
only at zero temperature. LaoCuO.;, however, does order antiferromagnetically at % 325 K due to the 
presence of interlayer coupling. Assuming a Heisenberg interaction between nearest-neighbor spins, the 
spin Hamiltonian for LaoCuO t is [3] 
H = J ^2 [^« ' Sj — axy Sf SJ + ao\iDij - (sj x +J± ^ ^  * •Sfc* (3.1) 
<ij> <ik> 
where the first sum is over all distinct intraplanar nearest-neighbor pairs of spins and the second sum is 
over all distinct interplanar nearest-neighbor pairs of spins. J corresponds to the nearest-neighbor in­
traplanar exchange constant such that J > 0 ( J < 0) represents an antiferromagnetic (ferromagnetic) 
interaction, J±_ is the effective interlayer exchange constant and qxy is the XY anisotropy coefficient. 
aD\iDij represents the bond-dependent Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction vector. Dy is a unit 
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Figure 3.1 Crystal structure of LaoCuOj. Below % 530 K. the 
high-temperature tetragonal KoNiFj-type crystal structure 
distorts to an orthorhombic structure with lattice constants a. b. 
and c as shown, accompanied by a rotation of the oxygen octahcdra 
around the Cu atoms (shown). Below =s 325 K, La^CuO^ orders 
antiferromagnetically, with the spin arrangement shown by the 
arrows through the Cu atoms. Reprinted from Réf. [3J. 
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vector in the direction of the DM vector Dij, with o-qm = |Oy , which alternates in sign from bond to 
bond. The DM interaction causes the sharp peak in the magnetic susceptibility at the antiferromagnetic 
ordering temperature 7^.(3] The DM interaction tends to align adjacent Cu spins perpendicular to 
each other and, in conjunction with the antiferromagnetic interaction J, produces a small ferromagnetic 
canted moment below 7\. The weak ferromagnetic component in a layer is directed perpendicular to 
the layer, but this component in each adjacent layer is in the opposite direction, giving rise to a net 
antiferromagnetic 3-dimensional (3D) magnetic structure. depends logarithmically on the interpla-
nar coupling Jj..[6] Quasiolastic neutron scattering measurements from % 300-800 K have determined 
the exchange constants in Eq. (3.1) to b e J = 1570 K and J±./J < 3.2x 10-5. High temperature (> 
530 K) magnetic susceptibility on a single crystal taken with the magnetic field parallel to the CuOo 
planes yielded J = 1520±70 K. Inelastic neutron scattering measurements on single crystals of La,CuO., 
collected at a temperature greater than the of the crystals gave J = 1530(50) K. A fit to low tem­
perature (200-400 K) magnetic susceptibility data yielded J = 1277 K. Jj_/J = 1.5x 10-5. and a dm = 
9xl0~3. (The XY anisotropy was not included in the fit.) Inelastic neutron scattering measurements 
at low temperature gave A.\Y = (L5±0.3)xl0-1. All of the above values for the constants in Eq. (3.1) 
were taken from Ref. [3], 
Recent magnetic susceptibility (Rcf. [7]) and inelastic neutron scattering results (Ref. [8]) showed 
that higher order interactions arc substantial and that they can be understood in terms of a cyclic or 
ring exchange around the Cu.|Q., plaquettes. Katanin and Karnpf (Rcf. [9]) included a cyclic exchange. 
«cyc l ic  =  Ja 5Z [(-% -  5 , ) (S f c  .  5 , )+^ • Si) (S k  •  -  S k ){Sj  •  S, ) l ,  (3 .2 )  
< i j k l >  
where Jo is the cyclic exchange constant, in addition to first-neighbor, second-neighbor, and third-
neighbor Heisenberg exchange in their calculation of the spin-wave excitation spectrum of LaoCuO.,. 
They obtained J = 1763 K and Ja = 420 K by fitting the experimental magnon dispersion relation 
data from Ref. [8]. For comparison, calculated exchange constants for the two-leg spin-? Heisenberg 
spin-ladder compound SrCuoOj are J = 2260(60) K and Ja = 210(30) K.[7} 
In addition to substitutional doping for La, superconductivity can be achieved in LaoCuO.[ by in­
creasing the oxygen content. Heating LaoCuO^ under oxygen pressure (0.5-3 kbar 0 >) at 600-900 °C 
produced LaoCuO.i+6 with 6 ~ 0.03 and a superconducting transition temperature of Tc = 32-38 K.[10-
15] Wattiaux and colleagues (Refs. [16-18]) discovered that Tc's near 45 K could be obtained in poly-
crystalline samples by room temperature electrochemical oxidation in aqueous alkaline solution. More 
recently, two studies reported obtaining a LaoCuOj+g phase which has a Tc ~ 15 Iv.[19, 20] La2Cui_x04 
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samples that were produced at room temperature by deintercalation of Cu in acidic solution (HoSO.; in 
methanol) had Tcs ranging from ~ 30-35 K.[21, 22] The oxidation reaction appeared to be reversible, 
because samples which were subsequently reduced by the application of a negative bias potential, still 
showed superconductivity, but the room temperature resistivity of the samples increased markedly and 
the resistivity showed a semiconducting rather than metallic temperature dependence.[21. 22] 
Chou et al. (Rcf. [23]) using aqueous alkaline solution, isolated two distinct phases, one phase with 
a Tc of « 32 K and 6 % 0.03, and another phase with a Tc of s 45 K and 6 > 0.08. Chou et al. 
(Ref. [24]) performed electrochemical oxidation on single crystals of LaoCuO., with similar results. 
Grenier et al. (Refs. [25, 26]) have also reported the production of two distinct phases of LaoCu0.l+A 
which were characterized by different <5 and Tc values. The T-6 phase space was mapped out by 
Radaelli and colleagues (Refs. [27, 28]) using neutron diffraction studies on electrochemically oxidized 
polycrystalline samples and single crystals. The resulting phase diagram, shown in Fig. 3.2. has a 
miscibility gap between a superconducting phase and a long-range antiferromagnetically ordered phase. 
The miscibility gap extends from 6 ~ 0.01 to 6 % 0.055 and the maximum phase separation temperature 
Tp* is = 415 K. 
Often, as-made samples of LaoCuO.; arc not exactly stoichiometric, but rather contain excess oxygen 
and arc, therefore, in the phase separated region. The term "as-made" will be used to describe LaoCuO . j  
samples which were not chemically treated following synthesis. The magnetic susceptibility of these 
slightly doped samples typically shows a reduced Neel temperature Tx (typically T\ is around 250 K 
rather than the stoichiometric value of 325 K) and a small volume fraction ( < 1%) of superconductivity 
with a Tc ~ 34 K. [29-31] Our as-made samples showed this behavior as evidenced in Fig. 3.6 below. 
Wells and colleagues (Refs. [32, 33]) discovered a phenomenon known as "staging" in La-iCuO j+A 
in 1996. Staging refers to the ordering of the intercalated oxygen ions along the c-axis. In the Brnab 
orthorhombic room temperature structure of undoped LaoCuO.;, the vertical axes of the CuOg octahedra 
arc not parallel to the c-axis. but rather tilted away from it, as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). An intercalated 
oxygen ion, which occupies the site (1/4. 1/4, 1/4) in the orthorhombic unit cell [14. 15], changes 
the direction of the tilt In order to minimize the Coulomb repulsion between it and the apical oxygen 
atoms. This leads to an ordered array of intercalated oxygen ions along c with an anti-phase boundary 
at each intercalated layer, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b). The tilt of the octahedra reverses direction at each 
anti-phase boundary. The periodicity of the staging n is given by the number of CuOo planes between 
each layer of ordered intercalated oxygen Ions. The compounds are referred to by the nomenclature 
"stage-n." Figure 3.3(b), as an example for n =4, shows the structure of stage-4 LaoCuO^+s. 
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Figure 3.2 Phase diagram of LaoCuO.i+a in the region of the miscibility gap. 
Phase separation temperatures and orthorhombic-to-tetragorial 
(OT) phase transition temperatures for clectrochcmically oxidized 
samples arc indicated by o and •. respectively. The phase sep­
aration temperature and the OT phase transition temperature for 
the high-pressure annealed sample studied in Ref. [13] arc indicated 
by a filled circle and a filled square, respectively. The sides of the 
miscibility gap at various temperatures are indicated by A. Lines 
between the points arc guides to the eye. The dashed line (- -) in­
dicates the position of a possible additional phase line, discussed in 
Rcf. [28]. The approximate antiferromagnetic ordering temperature 
Tn is also shown. After Ref. [28]. 
Low Temperature Orthorhombic 
Bmab Structure Sl:ige 4 structure 
a b 
Figure 3.3 An a-axis projection of the undoped LaoCuO.t structure (a) and the 
model stage-4 structure of LaoCuO.i+6 (b). The double triangles 
represent CuOc octahedra, and the La atoms are left out for clarity. 
The dashed lines indicate octahedra displaced by a/2 out of the 
plane of the paper with respect to the octahedra drawn with solid 
lines. Reprinted from Ref. [32]. 
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Figure 3.4 A more recent phase diagram for LagCuOj+g which includes staging 
and in-plane oxygen ordering. After Ref. [35). 
The staging periodicity depends on the amount 6 of excess oxygen in LagCuOj+g and, at fixed Ô, can 
be changed by slowly cooling the sample below about 220 K. The slow cool causes a redistribution of the 
excess oxygen in the structure which typically reduces the staging periodicity.[32-35] This annealing 
also produces a slight increase in Tc of % 1-2K.[34] A phase diagram for LagCuOj+g which takes 
staging into account is shown in Fig. 3.4. The phase diagram shows that there are miscibility gaps 
between stages and that the staging effect disappears above ~ 280 K. 
In addition to staging perpendicular to the CuOg layers, Xiong et al. (Refs. [36, 37]) found that 
the intercalated oxygen ions also form a superstructure along the a-axis, parallel to the CuOo layers. 
This phenomenon occurs when LagCuC^+g is cooled very slowly below ~ 210 K [36-38], and is nearly 
reversible, but with a small hysteresis in the onset temperature. Slower cooling results in a smaller 
modulation period along o.[36] An enhancement of Tc by ~ 1.5 K was observed in samples which had 
in-plane ordering along a, plus staging along c.[36-3S] 
Recently, Jacob et al. (Ref. [39]) electrochemically oxidized LagCuO* in an anhydrous organic elec­
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trolyte (dimethyl sulfoxide, containing 0.1M NaCIO., or 0.1M nBu_iNBF.|) which was saturated with 
KOo. Their samples had Tcs ranging from 29-42 K in agreement with the results from aqueous alkaline 
solution studies discussed above. Casan-Pastor et al. (Ref. [40]) reported reversible electrochemical oxi­
dation of La2CuO,j in tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH) dissolved in methanol. Non-aqueous 
electrochemical oxidation could potentially be used to elect rochemically intercalate oxygen into com­
pounds that react with water, such as SroCuOa (see Ch. 4). Our control experiments on La2Cu04 using 
TMAOH dissolved in methanol will be discussed below. 
Polycrystalline and single crystal LaoCuO.,^ samples with Tcs ranging up to 45 K have also been 
produced using room temperature chemical oxidation in aqueous K2Mn04.[41-45] Tu and colleagues 
(Refs. [46-48]) produced similar results in aqueous NaCIO solution. Chemical oxidation is simple, quick, 
and ideal for initial oxidation experiments on insulating compounds such as SrC'u2(BO;j)2 (see Ch. 5). 
VVc discuss our control experiments with La2Cu04 and aqueous NaCIO beloxv. 
Experimental Details 
La2Cu04 was synthesized by calcining stoichiometric quantities of 99.995% pure (metals basis) 
La2Oa (M. V. Laboratories) and CuO (Alfa Aesar) in air at 950 °C for several days followed by an air 
quench. As-made samples were superconducting with Tcs of ~ 35 K and low superconducting volume 
fractions of ~ 0.02% as determined by the low temperature magnetic susceptibility obtained by cooling 
the sample in an applied magnetic field of H = 10 Oe (field-cooled (FC) measurement). A powder XRD 
pattern of a typical La2Cu04 sample is shown in Fig. 3.5. The sample showed the reported room 
temperature orthorhombic structure with space group Bmab.[49] The Miller indices of the isolated 
low angle diffraction lines which could be used for lattice parameter refinement (all lines shown except 
the (020,200) doublet) arc marked in the figure. Unfortunately, none of these lines constrain a or 6 
independently, and, as a result, the least square refinements of the a. b. and c lattice parameters produced 
arbitrary values of a and b depending on the initial input values. In order to constrain a and 6, an 
orthorhombically split line (such as (020, 200)) must be resolved. Using SÏ as an internal standard, we 
obtained a CuKa radiation XRD pattern (not shown) for this sample on a Scintag x-ray diffractometer 
which provided better resolution of the (020, 200) lines. The (020, 200) lines were subsequently fitted 
with a sum of two gaussians to get the centroids of each peak. A final lattice parameter fit using the 
entire set of lines for which the Miller indices are shown in Fig. 3.5, yielded lattice parameters a = 
5.3576(9) À, b — 5.4032(9) À, and c = 13.152(2) À, in good agreement with literature values.[23, 49] 
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Figure 3.5 Powder x-ray diffraction pattern of LanC'u0.i obtained with CuKa 
radiation. The solid curve is intensity I versus diffraction angle 
20. The space group is orthorhombic Bmab (No. 64) with a = 
5.3576(9) A, 6 = 5.4032(9) À, and c = 13.152(2) Â. The Miller in­
dices of diffraction peaks used in the lattice parameter refinement 
are indicated. 
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Figure 3.6 Magnetic susceptibility % versus temperature T data (©) taken in a 
magnetic field of H =10 kOe for LanCuO.,. The solid line is a fit to 
the low T data by the equation shown in the figure [Eq.( 3.3)], with 
parameters also shown in the figure. The data were corrected for 
background by subtracting curve 1 in Fig. 2.2 from the raw data. 
Magnetic Susceptibility of LaoCuO.; 
Figure 3.6 shows the magnetic susceptibility \ versus temperature T in an applied magnetic field 
of H — lOkOc for a typical as-made sample of La^CuO.i. The data exhibit both a Néel temperature 
(Tx ~ 260 K) and superconductivity (Tc ~ 35 K) indicating that the sample is in the phase separated 
regime of the phase diagram. The data below 5 K were fitted with the function 
X = Xo + r^""P . (3.3) 
* "imp 
where 0imp is the impurity XVeiss temperature and Cimp is the impurity Curie constant given by 
in which iV is the number of impurity spins in the sample, g is the spectroscopic splitting factor, hb is 
the Bohr magneton, S is the effective spin of the ion, and fce is the Boltzmann constant. In the molar 
/T ~ 35 K / ° 
jStnrmmjsz DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
ooooo 
Tn ~ 260 K 
o 
o 
o 
g 
M 
Fit: 1.8-5 K 
% = %0 + <T - 6imp) 
X0 = - 1.65(2)x10 4 cm3/mol 
Cim = 2.9(2)x10™4 cm3 K/mol 
®imp = ~ 2.0(2) K 
La2CuQ4 
H = 10 kOe 
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Figure 3.7 The difference Ax between the magnetic susceptibility and the av­
erage value of the magnetic susceptibility in the temperature range 
37.5 K to 150 K versus temperature T measured in an applied mag­
netic field of H = 10 Oe for LaoCuO.». The o were taken upon warm­
ing after cooling in zero-field and the • were taken while cooling in 
the field. Tc was determined by the intersection of the dashed lines 
shown. 
units of x  or M  in this thesis, N  is set to f N & ,  where / is the molar fraction of impurity spins and 
N\ is Avogadro's number. The T-independcnt xo term is the value of x at low T in the absence of 
the paramagnetic impurities. The fit yielded xo = —1.65(2) x 10-'1 cm3/mol. Cimp = 2.9(2) xlO-4 cm3 
Ix/mol which is equivalent to ~ 0.08 mol% of spin-? ions, and 5imp = —2.0(2) K. 
The superconducting transition temperature Tc for this sample was determined by zero-field-cooled 
(ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) measurements in a magnetic field of H = 10 Oe as shown in Fig. 3.7. A 
ZFC measurement refers to cooling the sample to 1.8 K with no applied magnetic field, then applying 
the magnetic field and collecting M{T) data upon warming. FC M(T) data were collected while cooling 
the sample in an applied magnetic field. The zero in the absolute x(T) scale was uncertain due to the 
small sample signal and significant sample holder background correction. Therefore, in Fig. 3.7 we show 
the difference Ax between the measured magnetic susceptibility and the average value of the magnetic 
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susceptibility in the temperature range 37.5 K to 150 K (i. e. we subtracted the average value of the 
normal state x from the measured x)- Tc is defined as the intersection of the two dashed lines shown 
in the figure. One line is drawn through the region of maximum slope and the other is drawn through 
the horizontal just above the transition. The onset Tc for this sample is 35.7 K. 
A superconductor when cooled in a sufficiently low magnetic field to a temperature below its Tc will 
exclude all magnetic flux in the absence of vortex pinning (this is known as the Meissncr effect). In this 
case, Eq. (2.2) reduces to 
H = (3.5) 
or 
<«•' = f = - jb- <3-6) 
These expressions neglect demagnetization factor effects. The Meissncr fraction of a sample, also called 
the superconducting volume fraction, is defined as 
Meissncr fraction (%) = 100 ^ ^v"' ^ . (3.7) 
where Xvoi is the extrapolated T = 0 value of the measured volume susceptibility. (It is not unusual to 
get a Meissncr fraction of 150% due to demagnetization factor effects.) The superconducting volume 
fraction for the sample shown in Fig. 3.7 is 0.02%. Vacuum pumping overnight on an as-made sample 
did not affect its Tc or Meissncr fraction. 
Magnetic Susceptibility of Electrochemically and Chemically Oxidized La2CuO : 
ZFC and FC x { T )  measurements taken in an applied magnetic field of H  =  100 Oe of a La-iCuO.t 
sample which was electrochemically anodized in a tetramethylammonium hydroxidc-mcthanol solution 
are shown in Fig. 3.8. As above, the zero in the absolute x(T) scale was uncertain due to the small 
sample signal and significant sample holder background correction. Therefore, we again show in Fig. 3.8 
the difference Ax between the measured magnetic susceptibility and the average value of the magnetic 
susceptibility in the temperature range 37.5 K to 150 K. No superconductivity is evident in the data, 
and the trace amount of superconductivity which was present in the original sample (see Fig. 3.7) is 
gone, indicating that the sample actually became less oxidized during the electrochemical experiment. 
ZFC X ( T )  in an applied magnetic field of H  = 10 kOe for a pellet of LanCuO.j reacted with NaCIO 
(see Ch. 2) is shown in Fig. 3.9. The data indicate superconductivity with a Tc ~ 43 K. The sample 
mass was about ten times smaller than that of Fig. 3.6, so the normal state signal was too small to 
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Figure 3.8 The difference between the magnetic susceptibility and the av­
erage value of the magnetic susceptibility in the temperature range 
37.5 K to 150 K versus temperature T measured in an applied mag­
netic field of H = 100 Oe for a pellet of LaoCuO., which was electro­
chemically anodized in tetramethylammonium hydroxide dissolved 
in methanol. The ZFC data (o) were taken upon warming after 
cooling in zero-field and the FC data (Q) were taken while cooling 
in the field. 
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Figure 3.9 Magnetic susceptibility x versus temperature T data (0) taken in 
a magnetic field of H = 10 kOe for a pellet of LaoCuO.j that was 
reacted with aqueous NaClO. The solid line is a fit to the low T data 
by the equation shown in the figure [Eq.( 3.3)]. with parameters also 
shown in the figure. 
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Figure 3.10 Magnetic susceptibility x versus temperature T data taken in a 
magnetic field of H = 10 Oc for a pellet of LaoCuOj that was 
reacted with aqueous NaCIO. The ZFC data (o) were taken upon 
warming after cooling in zero-field and the FC data (•) data were 
taken while cooling in the field. Tc was determined by the inter­
section of the dashed lines shown. 
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allow the normal state x{T) to be determined. Therefore, it cannot be determined whether or not this 
sample exhibits long-range antiferromagnctic order, and therefore whether or not it is in the phase-
separated region of the phase diagram. A fit to the low T data from 1.8 to 3.5 K by Eq. (3.3) yielded 
Xo = —0.0125(3) cm3/mol, C-nnp = 0.007(3) cm3 K/mol which is equivalent to ~ 2 mol% of spin-? ions, 
and #jmp = —3.2(1.4) K. Figure 3.10 shows the determination of Tc = 43.5 K for this sample from ZFC 
and FC x{T) measurements in a much lower magnetic field of H = 10 Oe. The superconducting 
volume fraction determined from the FC data is 22% and from the ZFC data is 53%. 
The LaoCuO.i pellet was then pulverized and re-reacted with aqueous NaCIO. Then a second set of 
ZFC and FC x(T) measurements in an applied magnetic field of H = 10 Oe were taken. The data are 
shown in Fig. 3.11. The Tc decreased slightly, but the superconducting volume fraction as determined 
by the FC data increased slightly to 26%. The hysteresis between the ZFC and FC data seen in Fig. 3.10 
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Figure 3.11 Magnetic susceptibility x versus temperature T data taken in a 
magnetic field of H = 10 Oe for a pellet of LaoCuO^ which was 
reacted with NaCIO, then pulverized and retreated with aqueous 
NaCIO. The ZFC data (o) were taken upon warming after cooling 
in zero-field and the FC data (•) were taken while cooling in the 
field. Tc was determined by the intersection of the dashed lines 
shown. 
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disappeared after the second NaCIO treatment of the powdered sample. This indicates that the larger 
signal in the ZFC data below ~ 25 K in Fig. 3.10 is due to intergrain superconducting coupling effects. 
Summary and Conclusions 
VVe have successfully synthesized and characterized LaoCuOj. We have also successfully chemically 
oxidized this compound in aqueous NaCIO at room temperature, with results that are consistent with 
those reported in the literature.[46-48] 
VVe have been unable to electrochemically oxidize LaoCuO.i samples at room temperature in TMAOH-
methanol solution, contrary to a literature report.[40] In that study, C'asan-Pastor et al. recorded the 
mass change of the La>Cu0.i pellets in situ with a quartz microbalancc. A Au-plated quartz crystal 
was used as an electrode and the LaoCuO.i pellets were held in place on top of the quartz crystal by 
means of a Teflon holder and conducting binder. This electrode setup is significantly different from 
the one used in the present study and suggests that the results may be heavily dependent on the type 
of electrodes and electrochemical cell used. The undopod. as-made LaoCuO.i samples used by Casan-
Pastor èt al. were made via a similar method as the one used in the present study, however they were 
non-superconducting. It is not known if their samples showed long-range antiferromagnetic order. The 
volume susceptibility of one oxidized sample was reported, but the amount of excess oxygen in that 
sample could not be determined. This suggests that the detailed physical properties of the undoped 
LaoCuO^ samples used for electrochemical oxidation experiments are also important variables. Future 
work should address the influences of these variables on the efficacy of nonaqueous electrochemical 
oxidation experiments. 
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4 DECOMPOSITION OF THE SPIN-1 HEISENBERG CHAIN 
COMPOUND Sr2Cu03 IN AIR AND WATER: AN EPR AND 
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY STUDY OF Sr2Cu(OH)6 
The partial text of a paper published in Physical Review B.1 
J. M. Hill2, D. C. Johnston2, and L. L. Miller2 
Abstract 
The reaction of SroCuOa with air and water was studied to address the origin of the reported variable 
Curie-VVeiss impurity contribution to the magnetic susceptibility x of this compound at low tempera­
tures. Sr-iCuOj was found to decompose upon exposure to either of these environments. The compound 
SrjCu(OH)o was identified as the primary reaction product. A pure sample of Sr,Cu(OH)g was then 
prepared separately. Electron paramagnetic resonance, isothermal magnetization versus magnetic field 
[A/(//)j and x versus temperature T measurements demonstrate that SriCu(OH)6 contains weakly in­
teracting Cu+2 magnetic moments with spin S = ^ and average g factor equal to 2.133. From a fit of 
x(T) by the Curie-Weiss law and of the M(H) isotherms by modified Brillouin functions, the exchange 
interaction between adjacent Cu"1*2 spins was found to be .//kg = 1.06(4) K. a weakly antifcrromagnetic 
interaction. Our results indicate that the previously reported, strongly sample-dependent. Curie-Weiss 
contribution to %(T) of a polycrystalline SroCuOg sample most likely arises from exposing the sample 
to air, resulting in a variable amount of paramagnetic Sr2Cu(OH)6 on the surface of the sample. 
PACS numbers: 75.20.Ck, 81.40.Rs, 76.30.Fc 
1 J. M. Hill, D. C Johnston, and L. L. Miller, Phys. Rev. B 65. 13-1428 (2002). Reprinted by permission of Physical 
Review B. 
2Ames Laboratory and Department of Physics and Astronomy, [owa State University, Ames, [owa 50011 
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Introduction 
SroCuO] is a model spin-^ linear-chain compound. It has an orthorhombic structure (space group 
Immm, Réf. [1]) containing Cu+2 with spins S = \. The orthorhombic structure is derived from the 
layered tetragonal KoNiF.j structure by removing lines of oxygen atoms parallel to the a axis from 
within the CuOo layers of the hypothetical tetragonal KoNiF.i-typc compound SroCuO.i (as discussed 
previously in Ch. 1). Magnetic susceptibility studies [2-5] show this compound to be a nearly ideal one-
dimensional (ID) spin-5 Heisenberg antiferromagnet with a strong intrachain Cu-Cu exchange coupling 
J/kg = 2200 ± 200 K, while optical measurements [6, 7] yield J/ko = 2800-3000 K. On the other hand, 
theoretical calculatlons[8| indicate that J/Icq can be no larger than about 2300 K in this compound. 
Muon spin rotation/relaxation and neutron-diffraction measurements on single crystals [9-11] revealed 
long-range antiferromagnetic ordering in this compound with a Nccl temperature T\ ~ 5 K and an 
ordered magnetic moment of % O.OG^ZQ/CU atom. For the ID Heisenberg model, logarithmic terms in 
the field theory expression for the magnetic susceptibility at very low temperatures yield art infinite 
slope as T approaches its finite value at 0 K.[12-14] Takigawa et al. (Refs. [15-17]) claim to have seen 
this behavior in their nuclear magnetic resonance data: a downturn with decreasing T was observed in 
the magnetic susceptibility at low T. but the downturn was not fitted well by the predicted logarithmic 
behavior. Theory also predicts separated spin and charge excitations near the Fermi energy called 
"spinon" and "holon" excitations, respectively, for ID correlated systems (see for example Ref. [18]). 
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy measurements by Fujisawa et al. (Ref. [18]) along the chains 
(6 axis) show good qualitative agreement with these theoretical predictions. They observe two separate 
dispersions in the Brillouin zone, one that is reflected about kb/~ (holon) and one that is not (spinon). 
However, quantitatively their measurements arc not fitted well by theory. 
A superconducting tetragonal phase, Sr-jCuOa+j. has been reported to form under high pressure 
and to exhibit a superconducting transition temperature Tc % 70 K.[19-22] However, the samples 
contained low superconducting volume fractions and showed semiconducting behavior above Tc rather 
than metallic behavior. Several groups [23-26] subsequently reported high-pressure synthesis of non-
superconducting samples and Kawashima and Takayama-Muromachi (Ref. [25]) suggested that the 
superconductivity arose from SroCaCuoOy impurities. Tetragonal SroCuOa+j can also be synthesized 
at ambient pressure [27-29] and those samples were all also nonsuperconducting. The available evidence 
indicates that the oxygen content in this compound is variable; [19, 22, 26, 28, 30] S ranges from 0.08 to 
0.9. Neutron-diffraction measurements carried out on a superconducting and on a nonsuperconducting 
sample [26, 30] found no major differences between them and could not account for the superconductiv­
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ity. Both samples showed up to 50% oxygen vacancies in the CuOo planes as in SroCu03, rather than 
in the SrO layers. Transmission electron microscopy measurements [21. 31] confirmed the presence of 
the oxygen vacancies in the CuOo planes. The tetragonal structure of SroCu03+(lj thus evidently arises 
from a random distribution of O vacancies in the CuOo square lattice planes, rather than the ordered 
arrangement of oxygen vacancies in the CuOo planes as in orthorhombic SroCu03. 
Due to the very large antiferromagnetic Cu-Cu exchange coupling J in SroCu03, the magnitude of 
the magnetic susceptibility is so low that even small amounts of paramagnetic impurities contribute sig­
nificantly to the observed magnetic susceptibility. Polycrystalline samples made by Ami et al. (Ref. [2]), 
which were exposed to air, showed significant Curie-Weiss contributions, observable most easily at low 
temperatures, which obscured the intrinsic spin susceptibility. The paramagnetic impurity concentra­
tions in the samples responsible for this behavior were small, equivalent to the contribution of 0.4% 
spins-4 (with respect to Cu) with g factor g = 2. The impurity concentration decreased dramatically 
to % 0.1% when the samples were annealed at 600-800 °C in nitrogen or at 300-600 °C in low-pressure 
(6 torr) helium. It was proposed that paramagnetic oxygen defects due to the uptake of oxygen from 
the air may be responsible for the Curie-Weiss impurity contribution, but no test of this proposal was 
carried out. Mitchell et al. and Kato et al. (Refs. [28] and [29]) synthesized samples of SroCu03 by 
dehydration of SroCu(OH)e- SroCu(OH)o loses two molecules of HoO per formula unit upon heating to 
400"C in an argon atmosphere and forms orthorhombic SroCu03. When heated to ~ 450 °C in oxygen, 
however, the insulating tetragonal form of SroCu03+6 discussed above is formed. 
In view of the importance of SroCu03 as a model S = 4 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain com­
pound, it is important to understand the dependence of sample handling on the magnetic properties of 
SroCu03. We, therefore, undertook a study of the chemistry associated with sample handling. We found 
that SroCu03 decomposes in air to form SroCu(OH)6, Sr(OH)o, Cu(OH)o, and SrC03. SroCu(OH)e is 
the main product in this reversible reaction. Direct exposure of SroCu03 to water results in immediate 
irreversible decomposition to SroCu(OH)g, which then further decomposes to SrC03 and Cu(OH)o. 
These chemical reactions will be discussed shortly. 
We then discuss the crystallography of SroCu(OH)e, which we synthesized In pure form. Following 
that, we present and analyze our isothermal magnetization versus magnetic field [A/(/T)] and magnetic 
susceptibility x versus temperature T data for SroCu(OH)e. We also report in this section the results 
of room-temperature electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements. Anticipating our results 
and conclusions, we demonstrate that SroCu(OH)g contains weakly interacting Cu+2 magnetic moments 
with spin S = 4 and average g factor equal to 2.133. From a fit of %(T) by the Curie-Weiss law and 
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the M {H) isotherms by modified Brillouin functions, the exchange interaction between adjacent Cu+2 
spins was found to be J/kg = 1.06(4) K, a weakly antiferromagnetic interaction. 
Experimental Details 
SroCuOy was synthesized by calcining stoichiometric quantities of 99.995% SrCOa (Aithaca Chem­
ical Corp.) and CuO (Alfa Aesar) in air at 950 °C for several days, regrinding once per day. A typ­
ical sample showed the reported orthorhombic structure with lattice parameters a = 12.72(4) A, b = 
3.904(8) À, and c = 3.496(8) À in good agreement with literature values.[l, 2] XRD also revealed 
trace amounts of the SrCOg and CuO starting materials in the samples as shown in the top-most x-ray 
pattern in Fig. 4.3 below. 
Sr2Cu(OH)c was synthesized in strong hydroxide solution following the method of Scholder et al. 
(Ref. [34]) using 99.2% Cu(NOa).j.2^H20 (Fisher Scientific) and 99% Sr(0H)2-8H20 (Alfa Aesar). 
Figure 4.1 shows an XRD pattern of a typical sample, which we indexed on a monoclinic lattice with 
space group P2i/b (No. 14) and with lattice parameters a = 8.080(2) A. b = 9.760(2) A. c = 6.146(1) A 
and 7 = 143.64(1)°, in agreement with the results of Nadezhina et a/.[36] The crystal structure of this 
compound will be discussed further below. 
SroCu(OH)o samples were mixed with dry KBr and pelletized for midrange infrared spectroscopy 
measurements using a Hartmann and Braun Bomcm Fourier transform spectroscopy instrument. Fig­
ure 4.2 shows an IR scan of a typical sample. The scan shows no evidence of the sister compound 
SrCu(OH).i and agrees with literature data.[35] Inductively coupled plasma analysis revealed a SnCu 
atomic ratio of 2.195 ± 0.066. 
Room-temperature EPR measurements were carried out at 9.5 GHz on a Bruker instrument. The 
derivative spectrum, dl/dB, shown in Fig. 4.6 below was obtained In the usual way as a function of 
magnetic field, but is plotted as a function of the spectroscopic splitting factor (g factor) g to provide 
direct comparison with the spectrum reported in the literature.[32, 33] 
Decomposition of SroCuOg 
VVe initially suspected that Sr2Cu03 reacts with air when we observed that pristine dark brown 
SroCuO-j changes color to blue gray within about 30 min of exposure to air. The subsequent XRD 
pattern contained the expected Sr2Cu03 peaks, but also contained several impurity peaks which could 
not be identified with the remnants of the SrCOy or CuO starting materials. The above process was 
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Figure 4.1 Cu/Va x-ray powder diffraction pattern of SroC'u(OH)(;. The solid 
curve is intensity I versus diffraction angle 26. The space group is 
monoclinic P2\_/b (No. 14) with a = 8.080(2) A, 6 = 9.760(2) A. 
c = 6.146(1) A and 7 = 143.64(1)°. The Miller indices of the six 
strongest reflections are as indicated. 
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Figure 4.2 Mid-range infrared spectroscopy spectrum showing transmittance 
versus wavenumber (A-1) for Sr2Cu(OH)6-
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repeated with additional samples to confirm the results. We found that the time required for the above 
color change to occur ranged up to several days, depending on the relative humidity of the laboratory 
air, which suggested that the samples were reacting with the water vapor in the air. Degraded samples, 
which were heated to 950 °C in air, exhibited XRD patterns identical to the XRD pattern of a freshly 
prepared Sr2Cu03 sample (those x-rays were taken with the sample in flowing helium gas to prevent 
sample degradation while the x-ray data were accumulated). Therefore we conclude that the degradation 
of Sr2Cu03 in air is reversible. Although not the primary focus of this paper, we describe below some 
preliminary experiments carried out to investigate the observed sample degradation. 
Since the time scale for sample degradation was clearly humidity dependent, for controlled experi­
ments a humidity chamber was constructed in which a flow of hydrated 98% pure nitrogen or oxygen gas 
was passed over a Sr2Cu03 sample. The gas was hydrated by diffusing it through dc-ionizccl water. The 
relative humidity and temperature inside the chamber were measured with a Fisher Scientific Jumbo 
thcrmo-humidity meter. For sample exposure times up to 45 h. the sample decomposition results in 
both gases were identical. Figure 4.3 shows the progression of the x-ray diffraction patterns versus 
time for a Sr2Cu03 sample exposed to hydrated oxygen gas. The relative humidity of the chamber 
increased from 50% to 80% and the temperature ranged from 18.7°C to 20.4 °C over the 42 h period in 
Fig. 4.3. The sample decomposed primarily into Sr2Cu(OH)g, but small amounts of Cu(OH)2, Sr(OH)2 
and SrC03 could also be identified from XRD patterns as shown in Fig. 4.3. The amount of SrC03 
greatly increased when samples were left in the chamber for longer periods, which we attribute to the 
reaction of the sample with the impurity C02 present in the flowing gas. 
Sr2Cu03 was next reacted directly with de-ionized water in air and a sky-blue precipitate immedi­
ately formed. Solutions were stirred for several minutes to ensure complete reaction. During this time 
the precipitate changed to a mixture of black and white particles. The precipitate was allowed to settle 
and then the solution was filtered. XRD analysis of the precipitate showed that it was a mixture of 
Cu(OH)o and SrC03. After heating the mixed precipitate overnight at 125 °C. XRD analysis revealed 
that the SrC03 was unchanged but that the Cu(OH)2 had converted to CuO. The filtrate solution was 
kept in a sealed jar for observation. A substantial amount of white solid appeared in the solution three 
to four days later, which was identified as SrC03 through XRD analysis. We attribute the formation 
of SrC03 to the reaction of unprecipitated Sr+2 ions with CO3 ~ ions and/or dissolved COo gas present 
in the water. 
In order to isolate the primary decomposition product Sr2Cu(OH)g and minimize the formation of 
SrC03, exposure of the sample to C02 must be minimized. Therefore reaction of a Sr2Cu03 sample 
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Figure 4.3 Successive x-ray diffraction patterns (CuKa radiation) showing the 
decomposition of a SroCu03 sample with time during exposure to 
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Table 4.1 Summary of reactions of SroCuOs with nanopure deionized, de­
gassed water in a vacuum-tight vessel. "Initial color" refers to the 
color of the solid which immediately formed when the SroCuOa sam­
ple contacted the water. "Final color" refers to the color of the solid 
after it had been dried. 
METHOD OF DEGASSING WATER INITIAL COLOR FINAL COLOR 
freeze/thaw 
freeze/thaw 
blue-purple 
pale blue 
purple 
pale blue" 
pale blue-green 
blue-green distilled in No atmosphere 
distilled in No atmosphere 
distilled in No atmosphere 
dark blue 
sky blue 
green 
green 6 
"X-ray had primarily SroCu(OH)o peaks. 
'Turned to this color before vacuum pumping began. 
in a vacuum-tight vessel with nanopure de-ionized, degassed water was carried out. Two methods of 
removing gases from the water were used: (i) distillation and (ii) repeated sequences of freezing the 
water from the bottom up in a vacuum-sealed glass vessel, followed by pumping on the water while 
melting the ice. Initially all samples formed blue or purple-blue precipitates. The purple samples may 
have contained SrCu(OH).| which is a violet-colored sister compound to SroCu(OH)c (see Refs. [34] and 
[35]). VVe were not able to confirm the presence of SrCu(OH).i because all of the precipitates changed 
color before they could be isolated. Samples were dried by decanting off as much water as possible 
and then pumping off the residual water. They were not exposed to the air. All samples except one 
changed color from purple blue to a shade of green during the drying process. The XRD patterns of the 
green samples (not shown or further discussed here) were complex and the phases present in the green 
samples could not be identified. The purple-blue sample that did not change color during the drying 
process was identified as primarily SroCu(OH)c by XRD analysis. The method of degassing the water 
did not seem to affect the overall results of the above experiments, which arc summarized in Table 4.1. 
Crystal structure of Sr2Cu(OH)6 
Figure 4.4 shows the crystal structure of SroCu(OH)c based on structural data from Nadezhina 
et a/.[36] This figure emphasizes the highly elongated Jahn-Teller distorted Cu(OH)e octahedra. The 
equatorial Cu-O distances are 1.97 and 1.98 À and the apical distance is 2.63 À. The latter distance is 
so large that the Cu coordination by oxygen should probably be considered to be square planar rather 
than octahedral. The Cu(OH)^ units are isolated from one another suggesting a weak exchange inter-
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Figure 4.4 Crystal structure of Sr2Cu(OH)c- The gray octahedra arc CU(OH)G 
units and the spheres represent Sr"*"2 ions. 
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Table 4.2 Lattîcc parameters for BaoCu(OH)6 by Dubler et al. (Refs. [37] 
and [38]) and Sr2Cu(OH)6 by Nadezhina et al. (Ref. [36]). The 
BaoCu(OH)g primed lattice parameters are listed by Dubler in a 
different space group setting. The unprimed lattice parameters cor­
respond to the the alternate unit cell used by Nadezhina. The rela­
tionship between the two unit cells is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
Ba2Cu(OH)g Primed 
a' 6.030(2) À 
6' 10.115(2) À 
J 6.440(2) A 
Y 124.03(1)° 
vol 325.5(3) A3 
BaoCu(OH)c Unprimed 
a 8.391(1) A 
b 10.115(2)A 
c 6.440(2) A 
7 143.44(2) ° 
vol 325.6(4) A3 
Sr2Cu(OH)6 
a 8.079(2) A 
6 9.759(2)A 
c 6.165(2)A 
7 143.620(1)° 
vol 288.3(2) A3 
action between the Cu+" spin-^ ions. A structure study by Dubler et al. (Refs. [37] and [38]) reported a 
different unit cell with different atomic positions in the same space group for Ba2Cu(OH)g. In order to 
confirm the statement of Dubler et al. that BajCu(OH)c is isostructural to Sr2Cu(OH)o, we undertook 
a study of the relationships of the two respective unit cells and atomic positions after first correcting for 
the different space-group settings used by the two groups. Figure 4.5 shows the geometrical relationship 
between the two unit cells and Table 4.2 lists the respective lattice parameters. The two unit 
cells coincide in the z (c) direction, but form different parallelograms in the ab plane. The a lattice 
parameter in the unit cell of Nadezhina et al. (black cell in the foreground of Fig. 4.5) is the short 
diagonal of the parallelogram formed by the unit cell of Dubler et al. (gray cell in the background of 
Fig. 4.5). The law of cosines was used to obtain the expressions 
a = yja'" 4- b'2 + 2a'b' cos 7 
6 = 6'. 
c = c. (4.1) 
7 = 180° — 7' -j- 0 ,  
which were used to calculate the unprimed unit cell for BanCu(OH)g which corresponds to the unit cell 
of Nadezhina et al. for Sr2Cu(OH)g- The volumes of the unit cells are 325.6(4) A3 for Ba2Cu(OH)e 
and 288.3(2) A3 for Sr2Cu(OH)e, a difference of 37.3(6) A3. This difference is similar to four times the 
difference between the Ba and Sr atomic volumes calculated from structural data for elemental Ba and 
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a j, 
v ^ o 
Figure 4.5 Two alternative unit cells for (Ba,Sr)2Cu(OH)c. Dubler et al. 
(Refs. [37] and [38]) used the gray cell in the background with 
the primed lattice parameters for Ba2Cu(OH)6- The black cell in 
the foreground is an alternate choice and corresponds to the unit 
cell used by Nadezhina et al. (Ref. [36]) for Sr2Cu(OH)6- « is the 
short diagonal of the a'b' parallelogram, b and c are equivalent to 
b' and c', respectively, and 7 is the angle between a and b. 9 is 
the angle between a and <t'. Note that the black cell is shifted in 
the c direction so that Cu"1"2 ions are on the corners. Small spheres 
represent O-2, medium spheres Cu-4"2 ancl large spheres Ba"*"2 ions. 
(Courtesy of Julia K. Burzon) 
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Sr (Ref. [39]): 4(62.99Â3/atom — 56.325 Â3/atom) = 26.66 À3/atom (the factor of 4 arises because 
there arc 2 f.u./unit cell). Also, since in the same (unprimed) unit cell the 7 angles of the unit cells for 
the two compounds are essentially the same and the n, b, and c lattice parameters for the Ba compound 
are all ~ 4% larger than those for the Sr compound, one sees that substituting Ba for Sr results in a 
uniform increase in unit-cell size. 
The fractional atomic positions in the primed unit cell for Ba2Cu(OH)6 can be expressed in terms 
of the unprimed unit cell according to 
/ x j a  
y / b  
\ / a' sin-y' 
a sin 7 
a' sin(-/+-y) 
6 sin y 
0 
b' 
11 
0 
0 
\ f x'/a' 
y/y 
\ / 0 
0 
\ 
X z / c  / X 0 0 / X / X 
1 
2 / 
The results arc shown in Table 4.3. Although the unprimed atomic positions for Ba2Cu(OH)6 do not 
match those of Sr2Cu(OH)o within the errors, the close similarities of the respective values demonstrate 
that Sr2Cu(OH)o and Ba2Cu(OH)c are isostructural. Therefore, the primed unit cell used by Dubler 
et al. is an alternative unit cell for the two compounds. 
EPR, Magnetic Susceptibility, and Magnetization of Sr>Cu(OH)6 
Figure 4.6 shows a typical room-temperature EPR spectrum of a powder Sr2Cu(OH)c sample and a 
diphenylpicrylhydrazyl (DPPH) internal standard. The hypcrfine interaction of the Cu+'2 electronic 
spin 5 with the Cu nuclear spin I = i has a typical width of 20-100 G [40], but it is not resolved in 
our data. VVe believe this is due to several factors. VVe expect to see "absorption-like" features rather 
than sharp derivative peaks since the material is a powder.[41] At room temperature, spin-lattice 
relaxation leads to broadened features which obscure the hyperfine pcaks.[42, 43] Since our system is 
not magnetically dilute, the spin-spin interaction also leads to peak broadening.[43] 
The function used to fit the EPR data consisted of a vertical offset term and the sum of the derivatives 
of four Gaussians (including one for the DPPH magnetic-field-marker) which yielded three principal-axis 
g values for Sr2Cu(OH)s consistent with the rhombic symmetry of the Cu site. The DPPH-corrected g 
values, 2.214(2), 2.114(1), and 2.069(1), are in agreement with the literature values.[32, 33] In order to 
incorporate these experimentally determined values into fits to the powder magnetic susceptibility and 
magnetization data, the spherical (powder) average must be used. The Curie constant that occurs in the 
magnetic susceptibility fit function [Eqs. (4.5). (4.6), and (4.8) below] is a function of g2: therefore, the 
appropriate average of g is the rms g value, g\, as given in Eq. (4.3). The Brillouin function [Eq. (4.10) 
Table 4,3 Atomic positions for BaoCufOH)^ by Dubler et al. (Refs. [37] 
and [38], primed unit cell) and Sr_>Cu(OH)<j by Nadezhina at al. 
(Ref. [36], unprimed unit cell). The 'primed' atomic positions for 
Ba2Cu(01l)u correspond to the 'primed' unit cell in Table 4,2, The 
unprimed' atomic positions for Ba>Cu(OH)(i are obtained by ex­
pressing the primed positions in terms of the unprimed unit cell 
listed in Table 4,2 (sec Eq, (4.2)]. These unprimed positions are 
similar to those obtained by Nadezhina ct al. for SioCufOHJo, 
Bn2Cu(QH)fi Primed 
x'/a' y'/b' z'/c' 
Ba, Sr 0,2821(1) 0,0674(1) 0.2489(1) 
Cu 0 i 0 
01 0.4327(8) 0.2575(C) 0,0586(4) 
02 0,1956(8) 0,7629(5) 0.0393(4) 
03 0,1387(8) 0.4750(6) 0.2267(4) 
BaoCufOH),; Unprimed 
x / a  y / b  z / c  
0.2820(4) 0,0332(5) 0.4326(1) 
0.4326(13) 0.3740(17) 0.2425(8) 
0.1956(10) 0.1563(14) 0.7371(10) 
0.1387(9) 0.9120(14) 0.0250(9) 
Sr_>Cu(OH)(i 
x / a  y / b  z / c  
0.2866(2) 0,0367(2) 0,4256(2) 
0 ^ 5  
0,429(2) 0.366(2) 0.233(2) 
0,202(2) 0.156(2) 0.724(2) 
0.122(2) 0.889(2) 0.033(2) 
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Figure 4.6 The thick curve is a powder EPR derivative spectrum. clI/dB ver­
sus spectroscopic splitting factor g of SroCufOH^ at room temper­
ature using an rf frequency of 9.5 GHz (X-band). The thin curve 
is a multiple Gaussian derivative fit to the data with parameters 
shown in the figure. DPPH (g = 2.0036) was used as an internal 
magnetic-field standard. 
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Figure 4.7 Magnetic susceptibility \ versus temperature T of SroCu(OH)6 (G). 
The solid curve is a fit to the data by the function shown in the 
figure [Eq. (4.5)], with parameters also listed in the figure where g 
is 0a as given in Eq. (4.3). 
below) used to fit our low-temperature magnetization data is a function of the average of g itself, as 
given by gg in Eq. (4.4). Not surprisingly, these two values arc nearly identical, 
m=^/H±Z±Z = .,.m. ,4.3) 
m  =  ( g l + < K + M )  = 2 L 3 ,  ( 4 4 )  
The magnetic susceptibility \ versus temperature T in an applied magnetic field H = L0 kG is 
shown in Fig. 4.7. The contribution of ferromagnetic impurities to the measured magnetization was 
determined from magnetization M versus magnetic field H isotherms between 75 and 300 K and was 
found to be equivalent to that of ~ 50 molar ppm ferromagnetic iron metal impurities; this contribution 
is corrected for in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. We fitted, the data by 
Q 
x = xo + ' (4-5) 
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where Q is the Weiss temperature and C is the Curie constant given by 
(4.6) 
•1KB 
in which N is the number of spins in the sample, g is yA [Eq. (4.3)]. /zq is the Bohr magneton. S is the 
spin of the Cn+2 ion (assumed to be ^), and Arg is the Boltzmann constant. In the molar units of x or 
M in Figs. 4.7, 4.8. 4.10, and 4.11 below, N is set to N.\ (Avogadro's number). The T-independent xo 
term 
Xo = x"" + X^ (4.7) 
is the sum of the contribution from the diamagnetic cores of the atoms. xcorL' ^nd the paramagnetic 
Van Vleck susceptibility xVV of the Cu+2 ions. 
A fit to all the \ ( T )  data in Fig. 4.7 by Eq. (4.5), with Xo set to the diamagnetic core contribution for 
SroCu(OH)u ( — 1.13 x 10""1 cm3/mol), yields the fit (solid curve) in Fig. 4.7 with a Weiss temperature 
9 = —2.74(1) K indicating weak coupling between the C'u+~ spin-4 ions, as expccted. The negative sign 
of 9 corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling between the Cu spins. When Xo was allowed to vary. 
Xo became more negative than the diamagnetic core contribution, which is physically unreasonable. We 
were able to obtain a better fit when C was allowed to vary. However, the fitted C value yielded a 
g value from Eq. (4.6) which was significantly lower than the measured average g value obtained from 
EPR. 
Figure 4.8 shows the inverse of the magnetic susceptibility corrected for the contribution of \q. 
(x — xo)™1, versus temperature T in an applied magnetic field H = 10 kG. The dashed line is a linear 
fit, 
1 T
~ °  (4-8) 
X - Xo C 
[see Eq. (4.5)] with fixed C given by Eq. (4.6), which yields 9 = —8.0(5) K. This G is significantly larger 
in magnitude than that obtained from the x(^) fit in Fig. 4.7. The solid line in Fig. 4.8 is a linear 
fit with fitted C and is clearly a better fit to the data. Although the latter 9 = —2.75(9) K agrees 
with that from the fit in Fig. 4.7. the average g = 2.074(1) obtained from C is lower than the average 
value obtained from EPR. We could not obtain an optimum fit to our data with physically reasonable 
parameters using the g value from the EPR measurements. At low temperatures, shown in Fig. 4.8(b). 
both the "fitted-g*" and the "fixed-g*" fits deviate from the data. 
As noted above, the 9 values obtained from the fixed-g fits to x(T) and (x — Xo)~L versus T do not 
agree. Fitting x(T) emphasizes the low-temperature regime where x is varying most strongly with T due 
to the Curie-Weiss behavior. The (x — Xo)~l data, however, emphasize the high-temperature behavior. 
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Figure 4.8 (a) Inverse magnetic susceptibility corrected for the contribution of 
Xo. (x — Xo)-1- versus temperature T (©) of SroCu(OH)6- The 
dashed line is the "fixed-g-" fit yielding the 9 parameter shown in 
the figure where the fixed g is g_\ in Eq. (4.3). The solid line is the 
"fitted-g" fit which yields the indicated g and 0 values, xo is fixed 
at xcore for both fits, (b) Expanded plot of the low temperature 
data and fits below 50 K. 
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where weak temperature dependence of Xo and/or the contribution to x ( T )  from small amounts of 
impurities could most strongly influence the parameters obtained from the fit. Therefore, the parameters 
obtained from the one-parameter x(T) fit, 
Xo = —1.13 x 10~' cm3/mol, 
g =2.133. (4.9) 
6 = —2.74(1) K, 
arc considered to be more reliable and best represent the intrinsic behavior of Si-2Cu(OH)y. 
To investigate the low-temperature behavior further, several magnetization versus applied magnetic 
field [M(H)\ isotherms at low temperatures and both zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) 
A/(T) data at H — 100 G were taken. The ZFC and FC data show no evidence of long-range ordering 
above 1.8 K as shown in Fig. 4.9. The M{H) isotherms at low temperatures are shown in Fig. 4.10. 
The data up to H = IT are in the low-field proportional part of the M(H) curves, which explains why 
all the magnetization data in Fig. 4.9 lie on a common curve. 
We obtained a robust fit to the M ( H )  isotherm data in Fig. 4.10 using a Brillouin function [44] 
modified by replacing T by T — 0 for S = ^  
~<j{S + l)fiaH M — iVyS/j-B tanh (4.10) 
L  3 k B ( r - 0 )  j  
where g is </q as given in Eq. (4.4) and T in the usual Brillouin function[44] is replaced by T — 0. This 
change was necessary so that the high-temperature and/or low-field expansion of Eq. (4.10) yielded 
the observed Curie-Weiss behavior M = CH/(T — 6). The fit yielded 0 — —2.575(4) K. This value 
for 0 agrees with the value in Eq. (4.9) obtained from the fit to the magnetic susceptibility data, as 
it should. A comparison of the two values gives the estimate 0 = —2.66(9) K. When we allowed the 
spin S to vary during a fit, the fitted S value ranged from 0.471 to 0.516 indicating that the spin 
is indeed ^ as expected for Cu+~. Allowing g to vary at fixed S = ^ produced a slightly better fit. 
but with an incorrect g value (g = 2.179 compared to the actual value 2.132). In Fig. 4.11, a scaling 
plot of the magnetization M versus the ratio of magnetic-field energy to the modified thermal energy 
Ia&H/[cq(T — 0) is shown and we see that the fit (solid curve) does indeed reproduce the data very 
well. A discussion of the fit to the low T M(H) data obtained by using mean-field theory is presented 
in Appendix B. 
In summary, we find that the best description of the combined EPR, x ( T ) ,  and M { H )  data for 
SroCu(OH)6 is that the Cu+2 ions have spin S = 4 with g = 2.133; the Weiss temperature in the 
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Figure 4.9 Magnetization divided by magnetic field M / H  versus temperature 
T for Sr2Cu(OH)c- The zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled 
(FC) data (o and A, respectively) were taken in an applied mag­
netic field of H — 100 G. Also shown arc data taken in H = 2 kG 
(•) and 10 kG (O). 
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Figure 4.10 Magnetization M versus magnetic field H for SroCu(OH)6 at 1.8 K 
(o), 2.5 K (O), 3.0 K (D), 3.5 K (V), 4.0 K (A) and 4.5 K (<). The 
solid curves are a fit to the data using Eq. (4.10) with parameters 
shown in the figure where g is gg as given in Eq. (4.4). 
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Figure 4.11 Magnetization M versus the ratio of magnetic field energy to the 
modified thermal energy — 9) for SroCu(OH)ti at 1.8 K 
(o), 2.5K (O), 3.0K (•), 3.5K (v), 4.0K (A) and 4.5K (<). 
The solid curve is a fit to all the data by Eq. (4.10), with fitting 
parameter 9, fixed S = 1/2, and g = g& as given in Eq. (4.4). 
Curie-VVeiss law is 0 = —2.66(9) K. Assuming a Heisenberg interaction between nearest-neighbor spins 
with Hamilton!an H. = J ^  S; - Sj, where the sum is over all distinct nearest-neighbor pairs of 
<i j> 
spins and J > 0 (J < 0) corresponds to an antiferromagnetic (ferromagnetic) interaction, the exchange 
constant J is given in terms of S by J = — 3kB0/[zS(S + 1)], where z is the number of nearest 
neighbors.[44] In SroCu(OH)c, each Cu atom has ten Cu nearest neighbors (z = 10) at a distance of 
5.8-6.2 Â; the Cu next-nearest neighbors are at distances of > 8.1 À. Using 0 = —2.66(9) K. one thus 
obtains J/kg = 1.06(4) K. 
Summary and Conclusions 
We have demonstrated that SroCuOa decomposes in both air and water and that the primary 
decomposition product is SroCu(OH)6- In contrast, the compound LaoCuO.i can be successfully elec-
trochemically oxidized in aqueous base without any noticeable decomposition.[45] 
The magnetic susceptibility of SroCu(OH)6 exhibits Curie-Weiss behavior down to low temperatures 
and indicates only very weak interactions between the Cu+2 spins. The crystallography. EPR, and 
magnetization measurements arc consistent with a nearly isolated, spin S = ^ , local moment model for 
SroCu(OH)6. We obtained unusually good consistency between the M{H) and \:{T) fits which yielded 
a small 0 [= —2.66(9) K]. The spherically averaged g of the Cu+- spins is 2.133 obtained from EPR 
and is similar to those of other cuprates. For example, g in CuO is 2.125(5); in LaiBaCuOs and in 
polycrystalline Sr14Cu24O.11 it is 2.103 and 2.14, respectively (from Table V in Ref. [46]). 
Since the magnitude of the magnetic susceptibility of the linear chain compound Sr>CuC>3 is small 
due to the strong antiferromagnetic coupling between the Cu spins, one would expect even a small 
impurity concentration of SroCu(OH)6 to produce a significant paramagnetic contribution at low tem­
peratures. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that paramagnetic oxygen species are generated 
upon exposure of SroCuOa to air as proposed by Ami et al. (Ref. [2]), our experiments indicate that the 
reported variable Curie-Weiss contributions to the magnetic susceptibility of polycrystalline SroCuOa 
were most likely mainly due to varying amounts of Sr,Cu(OH)^ on the sample surfaces due to exposure 
of the sample to the humidity in the air. 
The Cu-Cu exchange coupling J/kg = 1.06(4) K in SraCu(OH)6 is very weak compared to J/kB ~ 
1600 K in the high-Tc cuprate superconductors, due to the isolated square-planar coordination of the 
Cu+2 ions in SroCu(OH)6- The nearest-neighbor Cu-Cu exchange path is Cu-O-O-Cu with a zig­
zag geometry and a Cu-Cu distance of 5.8 À, whereas in the planar high-Tc cuprates the nearest-
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neighbor distance is 2.80 Â with a strong 180 0 Cu-O-Cu antiferromagnetic superexchange coupling. 
Thus SroCu(OH)6 serves as nice reference material for comparison with the magnetic properties of more 
strongly interacting systems such as the high-!Tc cuprates. 
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5 CHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SrCu2(B03)2 
Introduction 
SrCu2(B03)2 was recently discovered by Ixageyama et al. (Ref. [1]) to be a 2-dimensional (2D), geo­
metrically frustrated spin-5 Heisenberg system containing antiferromagnetically interacting orthogonal 
spin dimers. The compound is a physical realization [2| of the Shastry-Sutherland model [3|, for which 
the exact ground state wavefunction has been known since 1981. The structure of SrCuo(BO:i)2, shown 
in Fig. 5.1, consists of a stack of alternating magnetic Cu-B-O layers (containing d'J. spin-17. Cu+2 ions) 
and nonmagnetic Sr layers.[4] 
The Cu sublattice of SrCu2(BOa)2 is shown in Fig. 5.2(a), and the relevant exchange interactions 
in Fig. 5.2(b). The spin Hamiltonian for the spin system is given by the Shastry-Sutherland model as 
H = J Y. §1 - Sm + J' ^2 Si • Sj, (5.1) 
<lm> <ij> 
where the first sum is over nearest-neighbor dimer spins and the second sum is over non-dimer nearest-
neighbor spins.[2. 6] J (J') is the intradimer (interdimer) exchange constant, with J, Jr > 0 (< 
0) corresponding to antiferromagnetic (ferromagnetic) interactions. This Hamiltonian can be exactly 
solved for the ground state at T = 0 K [3j, yielding a ground state spin wavefunction i< which is a 
product of spin singlet dimer states 
n y= (Tkli — UÎ/) (5.2) 
<kl> 
The product extends over all spin pairs S^ and Si in the system, with the constraint that a spin pair 
is not double counted. The spin correlations are dynamic, and the ground state of the spin lattice is 
a nonmagnetic singlet with spin S = 0. Borrowing an analogy to a real liquid, this ground state is 
commonly referred to as a spin-liquid. 
In 1973, P. W. Anderson (Ref. [7]) proposed a similar ground state for the antiferromagnetic spin-? 
2D triangular lattice. The nearest-neighbor spin pairs can be represented by bonds connecting the spin 
lattice points, and different configurations can be generated by moving the bonds. The bonds are said 
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® Sr 
Figure 5.1 The structure of SrCuaCBOajo viewed along the c axis. The box 
shows a unit cell projected on the ab plane. The Sr atoms are 
displaced above and below the ab plane. Reprinted from Ref. [5]. 
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Figure 5.2 (a) Lattice structure of the Cu+2 
Solid (broken) lines indicate the 
(next-nearest-neighbor) bonds. Square unit cells containing 
4, 8, 16, and 20 spins are shown by dashed lines, (b) A set of two 
orthogonal Cu dimers showing the nearest-neighbor intradimer 
exchange interaction J and next-nearest-neighbor interdimer 
interaction J'. Reprinted from Ref. [2j. 
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to "resonate", like the TT bonds in a benzene ring. "The ground state wavefunction, therefore, is a linear 
combination of the quantum mechanical states for different configurations of singlet spin pairs on the 
lattice." [9] Anderson used Pauling's term '^resonating valence bond" (RVB) to describe this state.[7] 
Later he revived this theory at the beginning of the high Tc field in 1987, thinking that the ground state 
of the 5=4 square lattice antiferromagnet might be an RVB state.[8, 9] Subsequently, theoretical 
work, however, demonstrated that the ground state is antiferromagnetically ordered (see Ch. 3). 
Shastry and Kumar (Ref. [6]) recently showed that an RVB mean field theory at half filling exactly 
reproduces the known dimer ground state of the Shastry-Sutherland model.[6] According to their band 
structure calculations, SrCu-jCBOa)-) is a Mott-Hubbard insulator: it is an insulator rather than a metal 
because it is energetically more favorable for the electrons to be localized on the lattice sites. The 
Coulomb repulsion energy cost when an electron hops from one lattice site to the next is greater than 
the energy it gains from being delocalized. Anderson's RVB theory of superconductivity can evidently be 
applied to SrCuo(B03)2.[6] Upon doping, some fraction of the conduction carriers become delocalized 
making the system a metal. As Anderson explained (Ref. [8]). "From a "mean-field'' point-of-view. as 
soon as the system is metallized it becomes a superconductor, since the pairing already exists in the 
RVB state, and an energy ~ J is required to break a valence-bonded pair." 
The phase diagram at (T. H) = 0 of the Shastry-Sutherland model has been studied rather exten­
sively. Miyahara and Ueda (Ref. [2]) showed that for J'/ J — 0, the spin system becomes a system of 
isolated dimers, and that there existed a quantum critical point separating a spin-liquid phase from a 
long-range antiferromagnetically ordered phase at (J'/J)cr = 0.70(1). A quantum critical point is a 
point in configuration space at which a phase transition driven by quantum fluctuations takes place at 
zero temperature. Later, Koga and Kawakami (Ref. [10]) found that ( J'/J)cr = 0.86(1) is the quantum 
critical point separating an exotic spin-liquid (not the Shastry-Sutherland ground state) from the long-
range-ordered antiferromagnet at large values of J'/J. They also found that a first order transition 
to the Shastry-Sutherland orthogonal dimer state occurs at J'/J = 0.677(2) and thus that the region 
0.677(2) < J'/J < 0.86(1) is the regime for the exotic spin-liquid state. Other studies have also revealed 
the existence of an exotic spin-liquid phase; for a brief review see Ref. [6]. 
Fits to experimental magnetic susceptibility data for SrCu^BOa)^ yielded exchange constants J = 
85 K and J'/J = 0.64.[2] Fits to inelastic neutron scattering data gave J = 71.5(11) K and J'/J = 
0.603(3).[12, 13] Therefore, SrCu^BO^), lies in the orthogonal dimer phase, which may be why its 
magnetic susceptibility has a rather unusual temperature dependence (see Fig. 5.4(a) below).[2] 
The spin gap A is the energy difference between the spin-singlet ground state and the lowest-lying 
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spin-triplet excited states. The steep drop to zero in the magnetic susceptibility x at low temperature 
(see Fig. 5.4(a) below) is indicative of spin-gap behavior. Kageyama et al. (Ref. [1]) obtained A ~ 30 K 
based on nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) data and A ~ 19 K from a fit to magnetic susceptibility 
x(T) data. Our estimated A from %(T) data will be discussed below. 
Although the ground state is known exactly, we are not aware of quantitative theoretical predictions 
for properties like the magnetic susceptibility or specific heat of the doped RVB state. In the last few 
years, much theoretical and experimental work has been done to try to determine the nature of the phase 
diagram at T = 0 as a function of magnetic field. Most recently, plateaus in the magnetization versus 
magnetic field have been experimentally observed at milliKelvin temperatures in SrCuofBOsjo with Cu 
and B nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).[5] The application of a magnetic field H splits the energies 
of the lowest-lying S = 1 excited triplet states (Zeeman effect). At a critical magnetic field Hc = A/y/ig, 
where A is the spin gap, g is the effective g-value of the electron spin and hb is the Bohr magneton, 
the spin-triplet levels begin to decrease in energy below the spin-singlet state, thus becoming the new 
ground state. As described by Kodama et al. (Ref. [5]) this new ground state "is a gas of mobile triplets 
whose density can be tuned by the field value. However, when this density becomes commensurate with 
the underlying crystal lattice, the triplets may crystallize into a superlattice/' When this happens, the 
magnetization becomes constant versus field, resulting in a "magnetization plateau." 
To our knowledge, there are no reports in the literature of the synthesis of doped SrCuofBOs)-). 
Thus, the properties (e. g. transport properties, magnetic susceptibility, nuclear magnetic resonance, 
specific heat) of doped ÔrCu2(BOa)2, and hence of the doped RVB state, arc completely unknown. It is 
very interesting and important to see how the properties of doped SrCu,(BOa)2, which is a spin-liquid 
at zero temperature, compare with the well-known properties of the high-Tc cuprates, which order 
antiferromagnetically at zero doping and upon doping, usually with holes, become superconducting. In 
addition, if ôrCu2(BOa)2 were successfully doped and found to be superconducting, it would be the first 
example of an RVB superconductor. To explore these issues, we have attempted to dope SrCuo( 803)2 
with holes by chemical oxidation at room temperature in aqueous NaClO. We discuss the results of 
magnetic susceptibility measurements on a treated sample below. 
Experimental Details 
SrCu2(B03)o was synthesized by calcining stoichiometric amounts of 99.995% pure (metals basis) 
CuO (Alfa Aesar) and SrCOa (Althaea Chemical Corp.) at 900 °C for several days with intermediate 
grindings to release the CO2- B2O3 (99.9995%, 200 ppm water, Alfa Aesar) was then added to the 
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calcined powder in small chunks. The mixture was heated, beginning at 500 °C and ending at 700 °C, 
for several days, with frequent regrinding until the B0O3 was incorporated into the powder. There was a 
small mass loss (~ 3% of the total sample mass) during this process, likely due to B0O3 evaporation. The 
powder was then pelletized and fired at 900 °C for 2-4 days, to produce the end product, SrCu2(B03)2-
An XRD pattern of a typical sample is shown in Fig. 5.3(a). The pattern was indexed in the 
reported tetragonal space group I42m with lattice parameters a = 8.9872(8) À and c = 6.6475(9) À, 
consistent with literature values.[4] The impurity CuO present in the sample (shown) is likely due to 
non-stoichiometry produced from the B0O3 loss during synthesis. 
A pellet of SrCuo(BC>3)2 was placed in a capped vial with distilled water to determine its reactivity 
with water. No immediate reaction occurred. After several days, the cap of the vial popped off. 
presumably due to the release of a gas due to reaction of the sample with water, and a white particulate 
was observed in the water. A black spot appeared on the pellet. After several more days, no other 
changes were observed. The sample was subsequently left in the water for a total of one month. 
Pulverizing the pellet revealed that the black material was present only on the surface of the pellet. 
The XRD pattern of the sample was essentially identical to the XRD pattern of the as-made sample, 
as shown in Fig. 5.3(b), with only minor changes in the intensity of some peaks. (The term "as-made" 
will be used to describe SrCuo(BOa)2 samples which were not chemically treated following synthesis.) 
The unknown black material which formed on the surface of the pellet did not form in a large enough 
quantity to be detected by powder XRD. Based on the x-ray data and our magnetic susceptibility data 
discussed below, we conclude that SrCuofBOs)^ docs not decompose appreciably in water. 
Magnetic Susceptibility of SrCu2(B03)2 
The magnetic susceptibilities %(T) in an applied magnetic field of H = lOkOe for an as-made 
sample of SrCu2(B03)2 (O), SrCuo(B03)o reacted with distilled water (D), and SrCu2(B03)2 reacted 
with aqueous NaClO (o) are shown in Fig. 5.4(a). The contributions of ferromagnetic impurities to 
the measured magnetization were determined for all samples from isothermal M{H) curves between 50 
and 350 K and were found to be equivalent to that of 5-15 molar ppm ferromagnetic Fe metal impurities: 
these contributions are corrected for In Fig. 5.4. The data points for the sample which was reacted with 
NaClO (o)  essentially lie on top of the data points for the sample which was reacted with water (D),  
indicating that the NaClO had no effect. There is a small quantitative difference Ax(T) in the %(T) for 
the treated samples compared to the as-made sample, as shown by the difference curves in Fig. 5.5. In 
particular, A%(T) for the sample which was reacted with water becomes negative at low temperatures 
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(a) X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) pattern of an as-made 
SrCu2(BC>3)2 sample (Cu Ka radiation). The solid curve is in­
tensity I versus diffraction angle 29. The space group is tetragonal 
I42m (No. 121) with a = 8.9872(8) Â and c = 6.6475(9) À. Miller 
indices are indicated for a subset of the diffraction peaks used in 
the lattice parameter refinement, (b) XRD pattern for a sample of 
SrCu2(BC>3)2 which was reacted with water. In (a) and (b), im­
purity CuO reflections (•) are indicated. The internal standard Si 
reflections (o) used only in (a) are also marked. 
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Figure 5.4 (a) Magnetic Susceptibility x versus temperature T in an ap­
plied magnetic field of H = lOkOe for as-made SrCu2(BOa)2 (O), 
SrCu2(B03)2 reacted with water (D), and SrCu2(BC>3)2 reacted 
with NaClO (o). The solid line is a fit by Eq. (4.5) to the high 
temperature data for the as-made sample, with parameters listed 
in Table 5.1. (b) Expanded plot of the low temperature %(T) data. 
The solid line is a fit by Eq. (5.8) to the low temperature (1.8 K 
to 5 K) data for the as-made sample, with parameters listed in Ta­
ble 5.2. 
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Figure 5.5 Difference curves as defined in the figure, for SrCua(663)2 
reacted with water (•), and SrCug(863)2 reacted with NaCIO (o). 
meaning that %(%") drops below the %(T) for the as-made sample. This can also be seen in the expanded 
low temperature plot in Fig. 5.4(b). This suggests that the impurity paramagnetic Curie-Weiss term 
in the sample reacted with water is smaller than in the as-made sample, perhaps due to impurity ions 
being removed from the sample by treatment with water. A similar, but smaller, effect is seen in the 
data for the sample which was reacted with NaCIO. However, there is no overall qualitative change 
to the x(T) of the treated samples. As discussed in the introduction, there is no theoretical prediction 
for how doping affects %(T), so we cannot determine from our data whether or not the treated samples 
were doped. 
We fitted the high temperature data of the as-made sample by Eq. (4.5), with parameters listed in 
Table 5.1. The calculated Curie constant (see Eq. (4.6)) for SrCuzfBOs)^, assuming g = 2.1 and S = 
5, is 0.83 cm3 K/mol. The value obtained from the fit is C = 1.05(1) cm3 K/mol, corresponding to g = 
2.37, which is much higher than the typical powder average value of g « 2.15 for Cu in the cuprates.[14] 
The calculated value of xo is given by 
xo = 
= 1.07 x 10 ~4 cm3/mol -f- ~ 1 x 10~4cm3/mol (5.3) 
« 0, 
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Table 5.1 Parameters obtained from a fit by Eq. (4.5) to the high temperature 
magnetic susceptibility data shown in Fig. 5.4(a). The value of g 
was calculated from the listed C value assuming 5 = 4-
As - Made 
Reactcd with Water 
Reactcd with NaCIO 
T range of fit (K) xo (cm3/mol) C (cm3 K/mol) calc. g 9 (K) 
100-300 -3.6(2) xlO"4 1.05(1) 2.37(1) -137(2) 
200-350 -1.2(1) x 10-' 0.94(1) 2.24(1) -111(2) 
230-350 -1.6(5) x 10-' 0.94(4) 2.24(5) -109(8) 
where xcorc was determined from the values listed by Selwoocl (Ref. [15]) for Sr+'2, Cu+2. and (BO3) - 3 .  
and the Van Vleck susceptibility xVV was determined from an average value for Cu in the cuprates 
of 5xl0-5 cm3/mol Cu.[16] The value obtained from the fit is xo = —3.6(2) x 10-'1 cm3/rno[, which is 
much too negative. The fit yielded a Weiss temperature of 9 = —137(2) K. 
The parameters for fits (not shown in Fig. 5.4(a)) by Eq. (4.5) to the high temperature data for the 
treated samples are also shown in Table 5.1. The values obtained for the various parameters are similar 
to those obtained from the fit to the data for the as-made sample. As the temperature range of the 
fit was varied from 50-350 K to 230-350 K, Xo- C\ and 9 all decreased monotonically. All three data 
sets shared this trend. This indicates that our "high temperature" data are not properly described by 
the Curie-Weiss law. The high temperature limit, over which the Curie-Weiss law accurately holds, is 
roughly 10 9, which for our data would be about 1000 K. The general high temperature series expansion 
of x{T) for a local moment spin system is 
where the first term is the Curie law. Truncating the series after the second term and factoring out Ç 
yields 
(5.4) 
C 1 (5.5) 
Using a Binomial Series expansion and assuming 
(5.6) 
Inserting this result into Eq. (5.5) yields the Curie-Weiss Law, 
X{T) = t C _ a -
1 c 
(5-7) 
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where £ = 0, the Weiss temperature. Since the Cu+2 g value derived from our fits to the high 
temperature %(T) data is larger than expected, it is most probable that the contributions to %(T) from 
the terms higher order than (1 /T)2 in Eq. (5.4) are not negligible, as assumed in deriving the Curie-
Weiss law in Eq. (5.7), in the temperature range that we arc using for our Curie-Weiss fit. Therefore, 
the parameters obtained from the fit arc really effective values, and are not accurate indications of the 
actual powder-averaged g value of the Cu+2 ion. 
An expanded plot of the low temperature behavior is shown in Fig. 5.4(b). We fitted the very low 
T data of the as-made sample by 
X(T) = Xo + tC'7 +1IC ~ T .  (5.8) 
"imp 
with parameters listed in Table 5.2. The term de~T is an approximation of xsp"'(T) at low 
temperatures, where A (in units of K) is the energy gap between the nonmagnetic singlet (5=0) ground 
state spin configuration, and the lowest-lying magnetic triplet (5=1) excited states. Unfortunately, it 
is not known exactly over what temperature range this approximation is valid, and the paramagnetic 
impurity contribution to \{T) below 5 K obscures the intrinsic behavior. The deviation of the fit from 
the data above 5 K is also evident in the figure. The values of d and A obtained from the fit are 
d = 0.14(2) cm3/mol and A = 26.4(8) K. The A value is similar to values ~ 20-35 K obtained by 
other studies reported in the literature.[l, 2, 17-19) The value for \o obtained from the low T fit. 
—2(2) x 10-'1 cm3/mol, is consistent with the value of % 0 calculated above. The fit yielded Cjmp = 
0.007(2) cm3 K/mol, corresponding to ~ 2mol% spin-4 impurities, and 0imp = —2.5(7) K. 
The parameters obtained from fits to the very low temperature data of the treated samples by 
Eq. (5.8) (not shown in Fig. 5.4(b)) are also listed in Table. 5.2. As expected they are very similar 
to the values listed for the as-made sample, xo for the sample which was reacted with water was 
0(0.0004) cm3 K/mol. Fixing xo = 0 resulted in a fit with smaller error bars on the remaining fitted 
parameters, but the values of the parameters remained essentially unchanged, suggesting that xo is 
approximately zero in the compound, as expected from the above estimate of % 0. 
Summary and Conclusions 
We have successfully synthesized and characterized SrCu,(BOa)2. We determined that it does not 
react appreciably with water on the time scale of several days. The water treatment did not qualitatively 
affect the XRD pattern or the magnetic properties of 5rCu,(BOa)2. The x(T) of the sample treated 
with aqueous NaCIO was almost identical to the x(T) of the water treated sample, indicating that the 
Table 5,2 Parameters obtained from a lit by E(j, (5.8) to the low temperature 
magnetic susceptibility data shown in Fig. 5.1(b). 
T range of lit (K) 
1.8-5 
1.8-1,5 
1,8-4,5 
1.8 5 
"Pnriiiiiiitor was fixed. 
Xn (cm3/mol) C'j,,,,, (cm3 K/mol) 0ilU|l (K) 
-2(2) x 10-' 0.01)7(2) -2.5(7) 
—3(IO)xl()-r' 0.006(1) -3.9(22) 
0" 0,00561(8) -3,70(8) 
-28(25) xlO"6 0.007(2) -2.7(9) 
As - Made 
Reacted with Water 
Reacted with Water 
Reacted with NaCIO 
<1 (cm3/mol) A (K) 
0,14(2) 26.4(8) 
0.3(1) 31(2) 
0,30(4) 31,1(7) 
0.17(3) 27(1) 
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NaCIO had no effect. Based on our data, we cannot determine if SrCu2(BO3)2 was doped by the water 
and/or NaCIO treatment. 
Successfully doping SrCu2(B03)o would be a large step forward in the field of quantum magnetism. 
Other oxidizing agents could be explored as a way to hole-dope this compound. Another potentially 
interesting doping method is electron doping with reducing agents. Perhaps, unlike La2CuO.| which 
can be easily doped with either holes or electrons, SrCii2(B03)2 will be more easily electron doped. 
Substitutional doping for Sr is another obvious area to be explored. Since SrCu2(B03)2 is stable in 
water for a fairly long time, it would also be interesting to explore aqueous electrochemical oxidation 
as a doping technique. 
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6 MAGNETIZATION STUDY OF THE ULTRA-HARD MATERIAL 
MgAlBv, 
The partial text of a paper submitted to the Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials. 
J. M. Hill1, D. C. Johnston1, B. A. Cook2, J. L. Harringa2, and A. M. Russell2 
Abstract 
Magnetic susceptibility x versus temperature T, magnetization A/ versus T, and isothermal M versus 
magnetic field H studies of the ultra-hard material MgAlBw were carried out in search of supercon­
ductivity or ferromagnetism in this compound. Two types of samples were synthesized: L) powder and 
2) chemically substituted and unsubstituted hot pressed pellets prepared from mechanically alloyed 
powders. v(T) measurements on a powder sample revealed temperature-independent diamagnetism 
w i t h  a  C u r i e - V V e i s s  i m p u r i t y  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  ~  1  m o l %  o f  s p i n - 4  i o n s .  I n  c o n t r a s t .  M ( T )  
and M(H) data on the hot pressed samples, both substituted and unsubstituted. showed evidence of 
ferromagnetic transitions above ~ 330 K. Scanning electron microscopy and Auger microprobe analysis 
of the hot pressed samples indicated that both substituted and unsubstituted samples contained sig­
nificant concentrations of Fe impurities. VVe conclude that pure MgAlBvt is neither a superconductor 
nor a ferromagnct above 1.8 K and exhibits temperature-independent diamagnetism from 1.8 K up to 
room temperature. The ferromagnetism observed in the hot pressed samples is likely due to Fe impu­
rities abraded from the stainless steel mills used to mix the starting materials prior to hot pressing the 
samples. 
PACS numbers: 75.20.Ck, 75.30.Cr. 75.20.-g, 75.50.Dd 
lAmes Laboratory and Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, [owa 50011 
2Ames Laboratory, [owa State University, Ames, [owa 50011 
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Introduction 
The recent discovery by Akimitsu and coworkers of superconductivity at 39 K in MgBo [1] indicated 
that the condensed matter physics community may have overlooked interesting physical properties in 
other known non-transition metal compounds. Initial studies of MgBo [2] provided strong evidence 
that it was a BCS [3] superconductor. More recently, experiments have shown that high frequency 
phonons arc likely involved in the electron-phonon pairing interaction.^, 5] Materials with high phonon 
frequencies tend to have high Debye temperatures 6D and more rigid elastic constants.[6] Masui et al. 
(Réf. [4]) have recently estimated to be ~ 400 K in MgBo. High rigidity is linked to the hardness 
of a material.[7] This suggests that other hard, non-transition metal compounds may also exhibit 
superconductivity. 
Young et al. (Réf. [8]) discovered recently that single crystals of Cat_xLaxBc exhibited ferromag­
netism with Curie temperatures up to ~ 600 K and very small saturation moments. This discovery 
generated much theoretical and experimental work on doped and undoped CaBo and SrBy. There are 
no transition metal atoms in either of these compounds, suggesting that the observed ferromagnetism 
arises from an as yet unknown mechanism. This discovery suggests that other boride compounds which 
do not contain transition metal atoms may also exhibit this new "exotic" ferromagnetism. However, 
recent results [9, 10] provide strong evidence that the ferromagnetism observed in Cai_xLaxBc is due 
to ferromagnetic impurities present on the surface of the crystals. 
Chemically modified MgAlBu was discovered by Ames Laboratory scientists a few years ago to have 
a hardness ranging from 32-46 GPa, making it one of the hardest materials known.[ll] For comparison, 
diamond, with a hardness of 70-100 GPa (Vickers Hardness Number = 8400 kg/mm- = 82 GPa [12]) 
and a of 1860 K [13], is the hardest bulk material known. MgAlBu has an orthorhombic crystal 
structure containing B^ icosahedra arranged in distorted, close-packed layers linked together by the 
metal atoms and by single B atoms.[14-16] The partially (~ 0.8) occupied A1 (Mg) sites form linear 
(zig-zag) chains parallel to the a axis. The interatomic distances within the chains and between Mg 
and AI chains are comparable to the interatomic distances in Mg and A1 metal.[14, 17] Single crystal 
refinements of MAIB14 (M = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu. Y, Li) yielded similar results.[15. 17-19] 
The compound MgoBu was found by Guette et al. (Réf. [20]) to have the same orthorhombic structure 
but with a B/Mg ratio much closer to 7. 
A few physical property studies have been reported in the literature for this boride family. Three 
studies reported that the temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity 
of polycrystalline MgAlBu showed a simultaneous increase with temperature above 300 K, indicative 
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of hopping conduction in a noninetallic, disordered system.[21-23] A recent study on polycrystalline 
samples by Takeda et al. (Réf. [24]) reported that the Seebeck coefficient decreased with increasing 
temperature and that the electrical conductivity increased with increasing temperature. Môssbauer 
spectra for Fe-doped polycrystalline MgAlBu, Fe(MgAlB 14)30, indicated that the Fe exists in two 
oxidation states, Fe+2 and Fe"1"3, in this material.[23] The temperature dependences of the Seebeck 
coefficient and electrical conductivity for Fe(MgAlBu):io were unchanged from those of the Fe-frec 
materials.[23] Infrared spectroscopy measurements on a single crystal of MgAlBu were also consistent 
with nonmetallic bchavior.[25] Measurements on less disordered MgAlBu samples which contain no 
metal atom vacancies would help to clarify the conduction mechanism in this compound. 
Magnetization measurements ranging from 5-280 K on polycrystalline Mi_xAli_yBi.| (M = Tb, Dy. 
Ho, Er) samples indicated local moment magnetism consistent with the magnetism of tri valent rare 
earth ions.[17] The magnetic susceptibility followed the Curie-Weiss law, \ = C/(T — Q). where the 
Curie constant is jV/i2fr/3kg; N is the number of magnetic atoms, ficff is the effective magnetic moment 
per rare earth atom, and kg is Boltzmann's constant. The effective moments /.iutr obtained ranged from 
11 to 12 f.LQ, slightly larger than calculated values, and the obtained Weiss temperatures were 0 's —15 K 
for M = Dy, Ho, and Er, and 10 K for M = Tb. Measurements of the temperature dependence of the 
electrical resistance of a single crystal of Eri_xAli_yBu were consistent with variable-range hopping.[17] 
This is in agreement with results discussed above which indicate that the electrical properties of MAlBvt 
arc indicative of a nonmetallic, disordered system. 
In a search for superconductivity and/or ferromagnetism in the ultra-hard material MgAlBu, we 
have measured the magnetization of hot pressed materials as well as a polycrystalline sample prepared 
using conventional solid state synthesis. The data for the powder sample arc presented directly following 
the Experimental Details section below, followed by the data on hot-pressed samples. 
Experimental Details 
Powder samples of MgAlBu were synthesized by reacting 99.999% pure (metals basis) distilled 
Mg metal (Ames Laboratory), 99.999% A1 spheres, and 99.99% amorphous B powder (Alfa Aesar) in 
sealed Ta tubes at 1300 °C for approximately three weeks. Fast neutron activation analysis (Elemental 
Analysis, Inc.) revealed that the B powder, which was dried under vacuum at 600 °C and subsequently 
handled and stored in a high-purity He atmosphere, was contaminated with 6.0(3) wt.% of oxygen. 
Figure 6.1 shows the XRD pattern of a sample for which the starting materials were briefly exposed to 
air before sealing in the Ta tube. Lattice parameters were obtained from a different XRD pattern 
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Figure 6.1 X-ray powder diffraction pattern of MgAlBu (Cu Ka radiation). 
The solid curve is intensity I versus diffraction angle 29. The 
MgAlBu diffraction lines are indicated by * and arc indexed in 
the orthorhombic space group Imam (No. 74) with a = 5.866(2) À. 
6 = 8.114(5) À, and c = 10.312(6) À. The Miller indices of the 
strongest reflections arc shown. Impurity MgAloO^ reflections are 
indicated by o. 
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Figure 6.2 X-ray powder diffraction pattern of MgAlBu (Cu /Va radiation). 
The solid curve is intensity I versus diffraction angle 20. The line 
positions for MgAlBu (•) and MgAlnO., (o) are indicated. Reflec­
tions for a-AlBi2 (x), AlBto (D), and ti-AlBio (y) arc also marked. 
using Si powder as an internal standard. The XRD pattern showed that the sample consists of MgAlBu, 
together with a significant amount of spinel, MgAloO.;, as the major impurity phase arising from the 
O impurities in the B powder starting material and possibly from exposing the reactants to air. The 
MgAlBu diffraction peaks (•) were indexed in the orthorhombic space group Imam (No. 74) with lattice 
parameters a = 5.866(2) À, 6 = 8.114(5) À, and c = 10.312(6) A, similar to literature valucs.[14] The 
impurity MgAloO-i (20±5 wt.%) reflections are also indicated in the figure (o). Altering the synthesis 
technique such that the reactants were not exposed to air before they were sealed into the Ta tube 
resulted in samples which had larger amounts of AIB12 impurities as shown in Fig. 6.2. We could not 
identify all of the impurity phases present in the samples. Changing the Mg:AI:B stoichiometry of the 
starting materials from 1:1:14 to 1:1:10 or 0.8:0.8:14 did not affect the results. No single-phase samples 
were obtained using the synthesis method employed here. 
Vekshina et al. (Réf. [26]) successfully removed impurity phases from their samples of powder 
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Figure 6.3 X-ray powder diffraction pattern of MgAlBu showing intensity I 
versus diffraction angle 2Q (Cu Kct radiation). The top curve was 
taken before treatment of the sample with boiling 4M HC1 and 
the bottom curve was taken after the HC1 treatment. MgAlBu 
(MgAloCXi) line positions arc indicated by • (o). For clarity, the 
intensity of the bottom curve was shifted downwards by 1000 
counts/s. 
MgAlBu by dissolving their boron-poor impurity phases and/or unrcacted metals with boiling aqueous 
HC1. Therefore, we treated some samples with boiling 4M HC1. However, the weight loss due to the acid 
treatment was negligible. In addition, the XRD patterns of a sample taken before the acid treatment 
and after the acid treatment were essentially identical, as shown in Fig. 6.3, with only minor changes 
in the intensity of some peaks. Treating the samples with NH4OH also did not affect the phase 
composition of the samples. We conclude that the above chemical treatments of our samples had no 
significant effect on their phase composition. 
Hot pressed samples of MgAlBu and MgAlBu:X (X = Si, TiBo) were prepared by mechanical alloy­
ing with hardened chrome steel ball mills (Spex Industries) and consolidated by vacuum hot pressing at 
1300-1500 °C in BN-lined graphite dies as described in Ref. [27]. Some samples were examined for ele-
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Figure 6.4 Scanning electron microscope image of the microstructure of hot 
pressed MgAlBu containing Fe, O, and C impurities (BSE mode). 
The brightest areas correspond to Fe enrichment. Energy dispersive 
spectroscopy spectra corresponding to two points (labeled "1" and 
"2" ) on the micrograph arc shown in Fig. 6.5. 
mental content by two field emission electron microprobe instruments: a scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) (Amray) and a scanning Auger microprobe (Jeol JAMP-7830F). Figure 6.4 shows a backscat-
tered SEM picture of an unsubstituted hot pressed MgAlBu sample, which is clearly inhomogeneous. 
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analyses of spot "1" and spot "2" are shown in Fig. 6.5. For 
chemical analysis, the grain size of these materials is less than the minimum electron beam spot size 
(~ 1 fini). Therefore various multi-grain regions of overall homogeneous chemical composition over the 
1 fim spot area (as determined from z-contrast imaging) were analyzed. It is clear that the elemental 
content, particularly Fe and B, varies greatly with position in this material. The bright regions in 
Fig. 6.4 (spot 1) have a high Fe and B content, whereas the light gray areas (spot 2) have a much lower 
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Figure 6.5 Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) spectra from the locations 
labeled 1 (a) and 2 (b) on Fig. 6.4. Fe and B contents vary with 
position in this material. 
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Fe and B content. EDS spectra from the dark gray areas gave identical results as from spot 2. Fe is 
evidently introduced into the material from milling wear debris. Light elements are not detected as 
efficiently by EDS as are the heavier elements. Therefore, B, C, and O peak heights are not a reliable 
quantitative indication of their relative concentrations in this material. 
In addition to the above analyses, a hot pressed sample prepared from powder precursor materials 
and nominally substituted with 0.63 at.% Si for A1 was etched with an Ar+ ion beam before analysis in 
the Auger microprobe. Iron-rich precipitates are seen as bright phases against the dark matrix (MgAlBu 
material) because of the high atomic number contrast, and were distributed across the surface of the 
specimen (not shown). Analysis of the Auger electron spectra obtained from several matrix regions 
gave an Al:Fc ratio of 46.7:9.54 at.% (sensitivity to the B signal is poor and results are calculated with 
respect to all heavier elements). Since A1 loss during the processing has been found to be negligible, this 
ratio can be directly scaled to the nominal A1 concentration, with the result that the average Fe content 
within the matrix phase is 1.09at.%, corresponding to the approximate composition (MgAlBu)Fco . i7 -
Two additional samples were examined in the SEM. The first was another 0.63. at.% Si-substituted 
composition, similar to the one discussed above. Semi-quantitative EDS analysis of three matrix regions 
gave Fe concentrations of 0.88 at.%, 2.25 at.%, and 2.3 at.%, for an average of 1.81 at.%. Three regions 
within the second sample, an unsubstituted hot pressed MgAlBu sample, gave results of 1.65at.%, 
1.62 at.%, and 1.91 at.% Fe, for an average of 1.73 at.%. It is expected that the majority of the Fe would 
be found as a second phase along MgAlBu grain boundaries. Alternatively, these values place an upper 
limit on the amount of Fe substitutional^ incorporated within the MgAlBu phase to be about 1.8 at.%. 
Magnetization of Polycrystalline Powder MgAlBu 
The magnetization M versus magnetic field H isotherm at T = 300 K for our powder sample of 
MgAlBu (see Fig. 6.1) is shown in Fig. 6.6. The saturation moment A/s was obtained by fitting the 
high field data with the fit function 
A/(tf, T) = Af.cn + X(T)H. (6.1) 
where %(T) is the magnetic susceptibility, yielding A/s = 4.05(5) x 10~3 G cm3/g, which is equivalent 
to the contribution of 18.2 wt. ppm of Fe metal impurities, and x — —5.49(1) x 10~7 cm3/g. Similar 
data taken at 50 K, 100 K, and 200 K showed that A/s increased only slightly to A/s = 4.31(9) xl0~3 G 
cm3/g, allowing a fit to A/S(T) to be made. Then we extracted the susceptibility %(T), 
x(r).M(g,r )-M,m (M) 
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Figure 6.6 Magnetization M versus magnetic field H of a MgAlB w powder 
sample at 300 K (O). The solid curve is a fit to the high field data 
at H > IT by the function shown in the figure [Eq. (6.1)], with 
parameters also listed in the figure. 
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Figure 6.7 Magnetic susceptibility X  versus temperature T  of a MgAlB t.t pow­
der sample which contained approximately 20±5 wt.% MgAliO.| 
(O). The solid curve is a fit to the data by the function shown in 
the figure [Eq. (6.3)], with parameters also listed in the figure. 
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from M { T )  at constant H  =  IT. M { H ,  T )  at H  = IT is in the linear regime of the M ( H )  plots, as 
shown in Fig. 6.6, which is necessary for the derived %(T) to be valid. 
The magnetic susceptibility %(T) in an applied magnetic field of H  =  10kOe for a powder MgAlBu 
sample which contained 20±5 wt.% MgAlgO^, described above, is shown in Fig. 6.7. The ferromagnetic 
impurity contribution MS(T) to M(H, T), from M(H) isotherms taken from 50 to 300 K as described 
above, is corrected for in Fig. 6.7. The compound exhibits temperature-independent diamagnetism at 
high temperature with a small Curie-VVeiss paramagnetic impurity contribution. We fitted the data by 
X — Xo + ; 
Q imp 
T - 0 R  
(6.3) 
where 9 is the Weiss temperature and C\M P  is the impurity Curie constant. The T-independent xo term, 
Xo=X c° r e  + XV V ,  (6.4) 
is the sum of the contribution from the diamagnetic cores of the atoms, xcore, and the paramagnetic 
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Van Vleck susceptibility, xvv, which is expected to be small in this non-transition metal compound. 
The fit yielded 6 = —2.5(1) K, C-,MP = 1.6(1)xlO-5cm3 K/g, and xo = —5.8(1) x 10-7cm3/g. 
To analyze the contribution of xcorc to xo, we assumed that the sample was made up of 20 wt.% 
MgAloOtt and 80 wt.% MgAlB u- Diamagnetic core susceptibilities xcore tabulated in Ref. [29] were used 
for Mg+2 (—3x 10-c cm3/mol), Al+3 ( —2x 10-6cm3/mol), and O-2 (—12xl0-6cm3/mol). Further 
analysis depends strongly on the assumed xcor° °f B. Using the Pascal constant for B tabulated in 
Ref. [28], —7.2 x 10~G cm3/mol B, yielded a calculated Xo value for MgAlB u most consistent with the 
value obtained from the fit. The value of xcore for 1 mole of MgAloO.; is 
,3 „„,3 
Vcore(MgAloO.,) = -5.5 x 10-s EL = -3.9 x 10"7—. (6.5) 
mol g 
The value of xcore for 1 mole of MgAlBu is 
cm3 . „ -cm3 
Xcorc(MgAlBu) = -1.06 x 10-' = -5.2 x 10"' . (6.6) 
mol g 
The calculated value of xcore for our sample is 
-cm3 „ . -cm3 
Xcaic. = 0.2(—3.9 x 10- —) + 0.8(-5.2 x 10"' — ) 
= -7.8 x HT8 — + -4.2 x lO~7 — (6.7) 
g g 
= -4.9 x ÎO~7—, 
g 
which is slightly more positive than the value obtained from the fit, —5.8(1) x 10-' cm3/g. The value 
of xVV for MgAloO-t from Eq. (6.4) is thus small as expected: xVV — 8.6 x 10-8 cm3/g of sample. 
Magnetization of Hot Pressed MgAlBu 
The magnetization M(T) in an applied magnetic field of H = lOkOe for a typical hot pressed 
MgAlBu sample is shown in Fig. 6.8. The data are qualitatively different from the data for powder 
MgAlB i4 shown in Fig. 6.7 and are indicative of ferromagnetism with a saturation moment MS  ~ 
0.4 ^ B/F.U. The Curie temperature TC was estimated to be ~ 460 K by drawing a line through the 
region of maximum slope as shown in the figure. A magnetization M versus magnetic field H isotherm at 
T = 300 K is shown in Fig. 6.9. The magnetization nearly saturates at fields above IT. The saturation 
moment A/s was obtained by fitting the 4-5.5T data with Eq. (6.1), yielding MS = 0.269(1) /zg/FJJ., 
equivalent to the contribution of ~ 12 mol% Fe metal impurities, and x = 0.0046(1) /xg/[T F.U.]. For 
comparison, the drastically different M(H) isotherm at T = 300 K for a powder sample of MgAlBu 
was shown in Fig. 6.6. 
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Figure 6.8 Magnetization M versus temperature T of hot pressed MgAlB 14. 
The solid circles (•) were taken by scanning the temperature in a 
fixed magnetic field of H = 10 kOc. The open circles (o) are 10 kOe 
data from M(H) curves taken at fixed temperature. A dashed line 
drawn through the region of maximum slope was used to estimate 
TC ~ 460 K. as shown. 
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Figure 6.9 Magnetization M versus magnetic field H at 300 K of hot pressed 
MgAlBi_i (0). The solid curve is a fit to the high field data by the 
function shown in the figure [Eq. (6.1)], with parameters also listed 
in the figure. 
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Figure 6.10 An M ( H )  hysteresis loop at 300K of hot pressed MgAlBu (0) 
in the low-field regime. The inset shows the entire loop with a 
maximum applied magnetic field of 5.5 T. 
Since the magnetization shows a significant saturation moment, isothermal M { H )  hysteresis loop 
data were obtained. A hysteresis loop taken at T = 300 K for the hot pressed material is shown in 
Fig. 6.10. The remnant magnetization and coercive field are small. 0.0485 ^ g/F.U. and ~ 75 Oe, 
respectively. 
The M (T) in an applied magnetic field of H  = 10 kOe for a hot pressed sample of nominal composi­
tion MgAl0.95Si0.05Bu is shown in Fig. 6.11. The data are very similar to those for the unsubstituted 
hot pressed sample and indicate a ferromagnetic transition. The Curie temperature as estimated from 
the dashed line shown in the figure is TC ~ 335 K. An M[H) isotherm at T = 300 K is shown in 
Fig. 6.12. A fit to the 4-5.5 T data by Eq. (6.1) yielded Ms = 0.086(1) ^ ig/F-U., equivalent to the 
contribution of ~ 4mol% Fe metal impurities, and % = 0.0046(1) MB/[T F.U.j. 
An M { H )  isotherm at T  = 300 K for a hot pressed sample with nominal composition ( MgAlB u ) (TiBo ) t .3 
is shown in Fig. 6.13. The data for this TiBo doped sample are very similar to the other samples, 
suggesting a significant contribution to the magnetization arises from ferromagnetic impurities. A fit 
to the 4-5.5 T data by Eq. (6.1) yielded MA = 0.2709(4) ^B/F.U., equivalent to the contribution of ~ 
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Figure 6.11 Magnetization M versus temperature T of a hot pressed sample 
of nominal composition MgAl0.95Si0.05B u (©). The 10 kOe data 
were taken from isothermal M(H) curves. A dashed line drawn 
through the region of maximum slope was used to estimate Tc ~ 
335 K, as shown. 
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Figure 6.12 Magnetization M versus magnetic field H at 300 K of a hot pressed 
sample of nominal composition MgAl0.95Si0.05Bu (©). The solid 
curve is a fit to the high field data by the function shown in the 
figure [Eq. (6.1)], with parameters also listed in the figure. 
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Figure 6.13 Magnetization Af versus magnetic field H at 300 K of a hot pressed 
sample of nominal composition (MgAlBu)(TiBo) 1.3 (©). The 
solid curve is a fit to the high field data by the function shown 
in the figure [Eq. (6.1)], with parameters also listed in the figure. 
I l l  
12 mol% Fe metal impurities, and \ = 0.00177(3)/ig/[T F.U.]. 
Summary and Conclusions 
Single phase powder samples of MgAlBu were not obtained by the conventional solid state synthesis 
method employed here. Significant amounts of both MgAloO., and AlBio were formed in various 
samples as secondary phases according to XRD analysis. The magnetic susceptibility \ of our highest 
purity powder sample showed temperature-independent diamagnetism plus a paramagnetic Curie-Weiss 
contribution equivalent to that of approximately 1 mol% of spin-i impurities. 
The nominally pure hot pressed MgAlBu samples and samples containing additional Si or TiBo 
were found to contain varying amounts of Fe impurities. Based on transmission electron microscopy 
images of samples substituted with TiBo, selected area diffraction with resolution of order 200 nm was 
performed, yielding distinct TiBo areas separate from MgAlBu areas.[30] We, therefore, conclude that 
TiBo did not act as a traditional dopant, but rather primarily collected in boride phases in the grain 
boundaries. Based on the results of the SEM and Auger microprobc analyses, we conclude that the Fe 
impurity content is sufficient to account for the observed ferromagnetism in the magnetization data. 
Lee and Harmon (Ref. [31]) have calculated the elastic constants of MgAlBu- The measured hard­
ness for the hot pressed samples (Ref. [11]) is larger than they calculated. Therefore, the Fe and other 
dopants acting in conjunction with an ultrafine microstructure may increase the hardness of this com­
pound. It is therefore of interest to synthesize single phase MgAlBu ti° that the intrinsic hardness and 
elastic constants can be measured. Magnetization measurements on a single-phase sample would also 
facilitate a better determination of the intrinsic magnetic behavior. 
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7 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND OUTLOOK 
The physics of low-dimensional (low-D) quantum spin systems has become a vibrant field of research 
over the past 15 years due to its relevance to the physics of the layered cuprate high-temperature 
superconductors. The appearance of high-Tc superconductivity in these layered copper oxides is a 
spectacular confirmation that interesting new physics can arise upon doping insulating low-D oxides 
into the metallic state. In this thesis, the primary goal was to synthesize new metallic low-D cuprate 
oxides with potentially interesting properties by doping other insulating low-D magnetic compounds 
with holes using room temperature chemical and/or electrochemical oxidation reactions. 
VVe hoped to make the hypothetical ID linear chain compound SroCuOa+a by using aqueous electro­
chemical oxidation as a doping technique. However, we have demonstrated that SroCuOa decomposes 
in both air and water and that the primary decomposition product is SroCu^OH),;. We synthesized 
SroCu(OH)e in pure form, characterized its crystal structure, and performed electron paramagnetic res­
onance (EPR), magnetic susceptibility [x(T)j and magnetization measurements. The combined 
data are consistent with a nearly isolated, spin S = local moment model for SroCu(OH)e. Our exper­
iments indicate that the reported variable Curie-Weiss contributions to x(T) of polycrystalline SroCuOs 
were most likely due to varying amounts of SD>CU(OH)C on the sample surfaces due to exposure of the 
sample to the humidity in the air. 
In a further attempt to use electrochemical oxidation to dope Sr-jCuOa, we turned to a report in the 
literature of successful electrochemical oxidation of LaoCuO^ in the nonaqueous electrolyte tetramethyl-
ammonium hydroxide (TMAOH) dissolved in methanol. We synthesized and characterized LaoCuO_i. 
but were unable to electrochemically oxidize it in TMAOH-methanol solutions, even though we followed 
the same procedure described in the literature. Our undoped samples showed a small superconduct­
ing volume fraction (<1 %) and long-range antiferromagnetic order. Our experiments suggest that the 
detailed physical properties of the undoped LaoCuO.i samples used for electrochemical oxidation ex­
periments, as well as the detailed setup of the electrochemical cell itself, are uncontrolled variables not 
addressed previously in the literature that need to be investigated regarding the efficacy of electrochem­
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ical oxidation of LaoCuO^ in TMAOH-methanol solutions. 
The 2D SrCuoCBOa)^ compound consists of layers of orthogonal spin dimers. The ground state, 
for which the wavcfunction is known, is a spin-liquid and there exists an energy gap between it and 
the lowest-lying excited states. This is in contrast to the high-Tc cuprates which exhibit long-range 
antiferromagnetic order. It is very interesting and important to study doped SrCu2(B03)2, to see how 
its properties compare to those of the high-Tc cuprates. We arc not aware of any reports of doped 
SrCu2(B03)2 compounds in the literature. 
VVe successfully synthesized and characterized SrCuoCBOy) ). VVe had hoped to dope it using chemical 
oxidation in aqueous NaClO. We confirmed literature reports of the successful doping of LaoCuO.i by 
this technique. We also confirmed that SrCi^CBOa) ) docs not react appreciably with water. However, 
our doping experiments were inconclusive. The %(T) measurements on the sample exposed to water 
and the sample exposed to aqueous NaClO were almost identical, suggesting that the NaClO had no 
oxidizing effect. The above %(T) measurements were qualitatively very similar to the %(T) data for 
the undoped sample. VVe are not aware of a quantitative theoretical prediction for the x(T) of doped 
SrCui(B03)2. Based on our data, we cannot determine if SrCuofBOgjo was doped by exposure to the 
water and/or NaClO. 
Despite the problems we have experienced with electrochemical and chemical doping techniques in 
this study, in our view, it is still a promising direction for future research in this area. We have limited 
our present study to hole doping. Perhaps, unlike L^CuO.t which can be easily doped with either 
holes or electrons, the low-dimensional cuprate compounds will be more easily electron doped. To 
our knowledge, the common nonaqueous reducing agent n-butyl Li, has not been used in experiments 
on spin-ladder and linear chain compounds. Another promising area, not discussed previously in this 
thesis, is doping the low-dimensional vanadate compounds Ca(Mg)V205 and (VO^PIOT- Like the 
cuprates, we are not aware of literature reports of doped versions of these compounds. 
Chemically modified MgAlB 14 was discovered by Ames Lab scientists to be the second hardest 
material known. Single crystal x-ray diffraction showed that the actual structure of MgAlBu contains 
vacancies on the metal atom site. Therefore, the formula unit is closer to Mg%o.8Al=o.8 B u. To study 
how the physical properties of MgAlBu compared to the superconductor MgBo and the proposed exotic 
ferromagnet CaBg, we undertook a study of the magnetic properties of MgAlB 14. 
We were unable to synthesize single phase powder samples of MgAlBu by conventional solid state 
synthesis. x{T) measurements on our highest purity sample showed temperature-independent dia­
magnetism plus a small paramagnetic Curie-Weiss contribution. M(T) measurements on hot pressed 
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samples of unsubstituted and chemically substituted MgAlB u revealed ferromagnetism, but the sam­
ples were found to contain varying amounts of Fe impurities. Based on the results of SEM and Auger 
microprobc analyses, we conclude that the Fe impurity content is sufficient to account for the observed 
ferromagnetism in the M(T) data. VVe further conclude that pure MgAlBu is neither a superconduc­
tor nor a ferromagnet above 1.8 K. We speculate that a hypothetical MgAlB u compound containing 
no vacancies in the metal site would exhibit significantly different properties, possibly metallic behav­
ior. Future efforts in this area should address the problems associated with conventional solid state 
synthesis. 
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APPENDIX A LATTICE PARAMETER REFINEMENT OF X-RAY 
POWDER DIFFRACTION DATA 
Miller Indices 
For any crystal lattice, each peak in a diffraction pattern is associated with a particular set of lattice 
planes and can be symbolically designated as such using the Miller indices. Miller indices are defined 
as the reciprocals of the fractional intercepts which the planes make with the crystallographic axes.[L] 
Figure A.l shows an example of plane designation by Miller indices. The intcrplanar spacing d is a 
function of the Miller indices, crystal structure, and the lattice parameters. It is commonly expressed 
by the following "quadratic formulas", 
. . I /r + k2 + r-
cubic : -T7 = 3 
a- a-
.  i  h - + k 2  r -
tetragonal : —7 3 h 
a- a- c-
[  / j 2  f . 2  i ' i  
orthorhombic : — = — -f- (A.l) 
a- a- b- c-
, 1 4 f h 2  +  k r  +  h k \  I 2  
hexagonal : JJ = - ^  -j j + ? 
monoclinic, Insetting : 4r = —^— 
d- sin" 7 
rh2 k2 2ftArcos7l l'2 
a2 b2 ab 
where d  is the intcrplanar spacing, f i ,  k ,  and I  arc the Miller indices, and a ,  b ,  c, and 7 are lattice 
parameters. (Equations for rhombohedral and triclinic crystal systems are not shown.) 
Wavelength 
Fixed x-ray wavelengths are produced by bombarding a target material (e.g. Cu) with electrons 
(typically at 45 kV) to excite atomic orbital transitions which produce x-rays. The strongest x-ray 
wavelength Ka 1 is picked out with a monochromator. However, the weaker intensity /veto generally 
cannot be excluded and this leads to a splitting of the diffraction angle which can sometimes be resolved 
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Figure A.l Plane designation by Miller indices. Reprinted from Ref. [lj. 
at higher angles (> 50°26) .  For cases when the splitting cannot be resolved, Anve = §/voti + ^A'ao is 
used as input into Eq. (2.1). 
The main cause of systematic error in the measurement of a peak position 6 is sample misalignment 
with the diffraction circle or main optical axis. The thickness of the sample is enough to cause systematic 
offsets of 0.1-0.3 °20. The offset is given by 
where A29 is the offset in degrees, S is the sample surface displacement away from the main optical axis, 
R is the radius of the goniometer, and 6 is the diffraction angle. A small displacement of 6 = 0.25 mm 
results in a offset of A20 = 0.1 °20 for R = 28cm, and 0 = 15°. The effect is larger at low angles. For 
our goniometer alignment, samples mounted on microscope slides sit forward of the main optical axis 
which produces 20 values that are too large and therefore negative offsets. Samples mounted in cavities 
in the plastic slides, however, tend to sit behind the main optical axis which yields 20 values that are 
too small and thus give positive offsets. 
Bragg Angle 9 Offset 
A26 = 20ç>bs — 26caic = ^ cos 9, (A.2) 
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Table A.l Example input file for the Mathematica program. Data are from a 
SroCuOs powder x-ray diffraction pattern. 
h k 1 A(À) 25obs.(°) 
0 0 2 1.54184 13.65 
1 0 1 1.54184 23.48 
0 0 4 1.54184 27.79 
1 0 3 1.54184 30.84 
0 1 3 1.54184 32.93 
1 1 0 1.54184 34.09 
0 1 5 1.54056 43.72 
1 1 4 1.54056 44.64 
2 0 0 1.54056 46.08 
0 2 0 1.54056 51.96 
2 0 4 1.54056 54.78 
0 I 7 1.54056 56.84 
Lattice Parameter Refinement 
Each diffraction peak satisfies the Bragg diffraction law [Eq. (2.1)]. Therefore the number of data 
points which must be fitted by the nonlinear regression routine is equal to the number of input angles. 
Wc chose Mathematica because it can handle a multiple-dimensional fit with any number of parameters. 
The Bragg equation [Eq. (2.1)] was modified for a constant offset correction; 
sin(0Obji) = sin(0c.iic + A) 
= ^ cos(A) + ^ ld^~ X sin(A), (A.3) 
where A is the offset correction. The equation was specifically derived for each relevant crystal system 
by substituting in the appropriate d from the quadratic formulas [Eq. (A.l)]. Miller indices. A (À), and 
20obs. (°) are input into the program. Table A.l shows an example input file. 
Mathematica Code1 
In this notebook, experimental xray diffraction line positions are refined for lattice parameters and a 
constant offset correction A to 0. Each record of the input file is of the form (h, k, 1, lambda, 2 theta 
obs). 
Date created: 
Date modified: 
1 Developed by David C. Johnston and Julienne M. Hill (2002). 
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SetDirectory["C:\\"]; 
«Statistics'NonlinearFit' 
« Graphics'MultipleListPlot' 
Off[General::speIl, General::spclll] 
datafile = " " ; 
strm = OpenRead [datafile]; 
datatable = ReadList[datafilc, Number, RecordLists —> True]; 
Close[strm]; 
npts = Lengt h [datatable] ; 
Table[{n, datatable[[n]]}, {n, npts}] // TableForm: 
plottable = {}; 
Do[AppondTo[plottablc, {datatable[[n]][[3]], datatable[[n]][[5]]}], {n, 1, npts}] 
Table[{n, plottable[[n]]}, {n, npts}] // TableForm; 
dataplot = MultipleListPlot[plottable, SymbolShape —» PlotSymbol[Box, 3, Filled — False], 
DisplavFunction —» SDisplayFunction]; 
datatablel = {}; 
Do[AppendTo[datatablel, {datatable[[n]][[l]], datatable[[n]][[2]], datatable[[n]][[3]], datatable[[n]][[4]], 
Sin[(datatable[[n]][[5]])Pi/360]}], {n,npts}] 
nptsl = Length[datatablel] ; 
Table[{n, datatablel[[n]]}, {n, nptsl}] // TableForm; 
In the following fits h, k, 1, and lambda are the independent variables and delta (offset correction), 
a, b, c, and gamma are the parameters to be fitted. deltaO, aO, bO, cO, and gammaO are the initial 
values for the parameters. 
Cubic 
cubicfit[h_, k_, L, lambda., delta., a_] := (lambda/(2*a)) Sqrt[h~2 + k~2 + l~2] Cos [delta] + 
(lambda/(2*a)) Sqrt[(2*a/lambda)"2 - (h~2 + k"2 + 1"2)] Sin[delta] 
cubicfitfcnpi., k_, L, lambda.] := cubicfit[h, k, I, lambda, deltaO, aO] 
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Tetragonal 
tetrafit[h_, k_, L, lambda,, delta., a., c_] (lambda/2) Sqrt[((h*2 + k"2)/a"2) + (l/c)~2] Cos[delta[ 
+ (lambda/2) Sqrt[(2/lambda)"2 - (((h~2 + k~2)/a~2) + (l/c)~2)] Sin[delta] 
tetrafitfcn[h_, k_, L, lambda.] := tetrafit[h, k, I, lambda, deltaO, aO, cO] 
Orthorhombic 
orthofit[h_, k_, L, lambda,, delta,, a_, b_, c„] := (lambda/2) Sqrt[(h/a)*2 4- (k/b)*2 + (l/c)~2] Cosfdelta] 
+ (lambda/2) Sqrt[(2/lambda)"2 - ((h/a)"2 + (k/b)~2 + (l/c)~2)] Sin[delta] 
orthofitfcn[h_, k_, 1„ lambda,] := orthofit[h, k, 1, lambda, deltaO. aO, bO. cO] 
Hexagonal 
hexafit[h_, k_, L, lambda., delta., a_, c_] := (lambda/2) Sqrt[(4*(h~2 + k"2 + h*k)/3*a*2) + (l/c)"2] 
C'os[delta] 4- (lambda/2) Sqrt[(2/lambda)~2 - ((4*(h~2 + k~2 + h*k)/3*a"2) + (l/c)*2)] Sin[delta] 
hexafitfcn[h_, k-, L, lambda.] := hcxafit[h, k, 1. lambda. deltaO, aO, cO] 
Monoclinic, (1st Setting) 
monofit[h_, k_, L, lambda., delta., a_, b_, c., gamma.] := (lambda/2) Sqrt[(((h/a)~2 + (k/b)~2 -
2*h*k*Cos[gamma]/(a*b))/Sin"2[gainma]) -f (l/c)"2] Cos[delta] + (lambda/2) Sqrt[(2/lambda)"2 
- (((h/a)~2 + (k/b)"2 - 2*h*k*Cos[gamma]/(a*b))/Sin"2[gamma]) + (l/c)"2)] Sin[delta] 
monofitfcn[h_, k_, 1_, lambda.] := monofit[h, k, 1, lambda, deltaO, aO. bO, cO, gammaO] 
Nonlinear Regression fits using orthorhombic fit function: 
orthofitdeltaabc — "NonlinearRegress[datatab,orthofit [h,k,l.lambda,delta,a,b.c] ,{h,k,l,lambda}, { {a.aO }, 
{b,bO},{c,cO},{delta,deltaO}},ShowProgress — True,WorkingPrecision —» 16,PrecisionGoal —» 16, 
AccuracyGoal —» 16,MaxIterations — maxit ,RegressionReport — {BestFit Parameters, 
Par ameterCITable,Estimated Variance,ANOVATable}]': 
orthofitabc = uNonIinearRegress[datatab,orthofit[h,k.l,lambda,deltaO,a,b,c],{h,k,l,lambda}, {{a.aO}, 
{b,bO},{c,cO}},ShowProgress —> True,WorkingPrecision —• 16, PrecisionGoal —<• 16, 
AccuracyGoal —» 16,MaxIterations —» maxit, RegressionReport —» {BestFitParameters, 
ParameterCITable,EstimatedVariance,ANOVATable}]"; 
setpars = "parlen=Length[newpars];Do[If[newpars[[n]][[l]]=a,aO=newpars[[n]][[2]]]; If[newpars[[n]][[l]] 
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==b,b0=newpars[[n]][[2]]];If[newpars[[n]][[l]]==c,c0=newpars[[n]][[2]]]; If[newpars[[n]][[l]]==delta, 
deltaO=newpars[[n]][[2]]];,{n,parlen}];newparlist={aO,bO,cO,deltaO};"; 
rmsdcv = "rmsfitdevpercent=100 Sqrt[Sum[(orthofitfcn[datatab[[n]][[l]],datatab[[n]][[2]], datatab[[n]][[3]], 
datatab[[n]][[4]]]/datatab[[n]][[5]]-l)~2,{n,nptstab}]/nptstab];"; 
Initial values, 2 thcta range, and fit execution: 
aO = ; 
bO = ; 
cO = ; 
deltaO = ; 
twothetamin = ; 
twothetamax = ; 
datatab = {}; 
Do[twotheta = datatable[[n]][[5]];If[twothcta > twothetamin && twothcta < twothetamax, datatab = 
AppendTo[datatab, datatablel[[n)]]], {n, nptsl}) 
datatab; 
nptstab = Length[datatab]; 
maxit = ; 
fit = 
Print["fit = ", fit] 
ToExpression[ToExpression[fit]] 
newpars = %[[1]][[2]] 
ToExpression[setpars] 
newparlist 
ToExpression[rmsdev] ; 
Print[urms Deviation = rmsfitdevpercent, "% in sin(theta)"] 
Print[uDelta 2theta = 2*(180/Pi)*delta0, "degrees"] 
List sin(theta_obs), sin(theta_calc): 
Table[{n, datatablel[[n]][[5])], orthofitfcn[datatab[[n]][[l]], datatab[[n]][[2]], datatab[[n]][[3]]. 
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datatab[[n]][[4]]]},{n, nptstab}] // TableForm 
List h, k, 1, 2 theta obs, 2 theta calc: 
Tablc[{n, datatab[[n]][[l]], datatab[[n]][[2]], datatab[[n]][[3]], datatable[[n]][[5]], 2*delta0 4- (360/Pi) 
ArcSin[orthofitfcn[datatab[[n]][[!]], datatab[[n]][[2]], datatab[[n]][[3]], datatab[[n]][[4]]]]}, {n, nptstab}] 
// TableForm 
References 
[1] B. D. Cullity, Elements of X-ray Diffraction (Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. Inc., Reading, 
Massachusetts, 1978), 2nd od. 
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APPENDIX B MEAN-FIELD THEORY FOR AN 
ANTIFERROMAGNET 
Here we wish to compare the approximation for M { H ,  T ) for a spin S  =  1/2 system in Eq. (4.10) 
with the mean-field prediction for the paramagnetic state of an ostensibly antiferromagnetic system of 
spins 1/2. Before proceeding, recall that Eq. (4.10) reads 
" g { S  +  M = NgS/,1 B tanh (B.l) 
. 3kB(r-0) 
where the saturation magnetization, obtained in the limit of large /tg/f/k[3(T — 0 ) ,  is the correct exact 
value 
A/snt = NgSf-iQ, (B.2) 
N is the number of spins in the system, g is the spectroscopic splitting factor for each spin in the 
direction of the applied field H, S is the value of the spin (fixed at S = ^), (.lq is the Bohr magneton, 
ke is the Boltzmann constant and 9 is the VVeiss temperature. Implicitly, M and H arc in the same 
direction. In the limit of small x, tanh(ar) % x, so in the limit f.i&H/ku(T — 0) <K 1. Eq. (B.l) reduces 
to the Curie-VVeiss law, 
" (B.3) 
= X { T ) H ,  
where the Curie constant is 
C = ;Vgy|S(S + 1) 
3kB 
cm3 K 
-
for N = NA (Avogadro's number). Thus Eq. (B.l) is exact in both the low and high y.&H/]zq{T — 6) 
regimes and can be considered as an interpolation function in the intermediate regime. The purpose 
of this appendix is to determine how accurate the interpolation function is in this intermediate region, 
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within the context of the mean-field approximation, and to fit our experimental data for M ( H ,  T )  of 
SroCu(OH)G with the "exact" mean-field expression for interacting spins to be determined below. 
For a spin system consisting of N  isolated spins S  = 1/2, the exact M ( H , T )  at all H  and T is the 
Brillouin function for S = 1/2, which we denote here as A/Q(//, T), given by [1, 2] 
In the limit of small H / T ,  this reduces to the Curie law, which is the Curie-VVeiss law with 9 = 0 .  When 
the spin system consists instead of two interacting spin sublattices 1 and 2, the mean field approximation 
consists of replacing H in Eq. (B.5) by an effective magnetic field H&r seen by each sublattice. which 
in their most general forms are1 [1] 
where A[ and Ao arc the respective intra-sublattice mean-field coupling constants and A3 is the intcr-
sublattice mean-field coupling constant. In general, arbitrary values of the mean-field coupling constants 
can lead to ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism or antiferromagnetism. 
Here we will consider a special case, where Ai = Ao (= A^) and each sublattice has the same number 
AT/2 of spins S = 1/2 with the same g value, which allows antiferromagnetism to occur in the simplest 
model. Then Eqs. (B.6) become 
f  g S y s H \  
\  k B T  J  
M O  = N G S F I Q  tanh (B.5) 
#effl = H + XiMl + A3A/0 
(B.6) 
= H + A) Mo + A3A/1, 
Hqki = H + A12A/1 + A3 À/2 
(B.7) 
Hein — H 4" A12A/0 + A3A/1. 
Using Eqs. (B.5) and (B.7), the two sublattice magnetizations arc thus 
= —gSjiQ tanh 
1V 
—  — G S / I Q  tanh 
g S f L Q H c f t i  
k qT  
gSfiB (// + A12À/1 + A3A/0) 
. i^r 
(B.8) 
M O { H , T )  = — G S F I Q  tanh 
N  
= —gSfiB tanh 
g S f t s H e f f j  
kBT 
G S F T Q  ( H  +  A 1 0 A / 0  +  A 3 À / L )  
. kir 
lSec problems 7 and 8 in Ch. 33 of Ref. [lj. 
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Note that in either of these expressions for Mi and A/o. by replacing the subscript 2 with 1 in Mi or 
vice versa, one obtains the other expression. Formally, let V be the permutation operator where 
V is thus given in matrix form by 
_ , 0 1 \ ., / 1 0 
V = | I so that V~ = I 
1 0 /  V  0  1  
The eigenvalue equation is 
Ml ) = U Ml I , (B.9) 
A/,' J \ Mi 
where the values of 6 arc the eigenvalues of "Pand the vectors shown are the eigenvectors. Solving the 
secular equation 
\P - bl\ = 0, 
where / is the identity matrix, yields the eigenvalues of V: b = ± 1. Inserting the eigenvalues back into 
Eq. (B.9) and solving for the eigenvectors yields 
) = I 
A/T J \ Mi J \ -AA 
The above analysis shows that at any temperature and magnetic field either AA = Mt or A/o = —Mi-
The former equality applies to the paramagnetic (non-ordered) state and to a fcrromagnetically ordered 
state (in which the magnetization of each sublattice is in the direction of the applied magnetic field), 
and the latter equality refers to an antiferromagnetically ordered state (in which the staggered ordered 
magnetization direction is in the direction of the applied magnetic field). 
The magnetic ordering temperature T\i within the mean-field approximation can be determined from 
Eqs. (B.8) as follows. We set H = 0 in Eqs. (B.8) and find the temperature at which an infinitesimal 
solution first appears for Mi and Af2- In the limit of small Mi, Eqs. (B.8) can be linearized by the 
small argument approximation tanh(x) == x, yielding two linear equations for A/\ and Mo at T = 
which have nonzero solutions for Mi and A/o if and only if 
T\i = — (A12 zb A3) > 0, (B.10) 
where C/2 is the Curie constant for each of the two spin subsystems. The upper -+- sign corresponds to 
Mi = A/o (ferromagnetic ordering, Tu = Curie temperature Tc) and the lower — sign to Mi = —A/o 
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(antiferromagnetic ordering, T\i = Néel temperature T y ) .  In most treatments of antiferromagnetism, 
the intra-sublatticc mean-field coupling constant Al2 is usually set to zero, yielding Txj = —CA3/2, 
where the inter-sublattice coupling A3 is therefore necessarily negative (antiferromagnetic). However, 
in the context of what is to follow, it is important to note that by including a negative frustrating 
intra-sublatticc coupling Ajo, the Néel temperature can be driven to as low a temperature as desired, in 
particular below the minimum measurement temperature. Explicitly, using A3 = — |A3|, we have, from 
Eq. (B.10), 
îk = -5- (A12 + |A3|) 
Q 
9 = — (A12 — |A3|) (see below). (B.ll) 
Thus, if A12 = — IA31, then 7n = 0 even though 9 = —C|A3| ^ 0. 
As discussed above, in the paramagnetic state M\ = Mo and therefore the total magnetization of 
the system is M = Mi + M, = 2Mi = 2A/2, yielding from either of Eqs. (B.8) 
A/(//, T )  = N g S f i Q  tanh ffS/iB (H + 40 
kBr 
(B.12) 
where 
A = A12 + A3. 
At low values of H / T  (and M/T), one obtains from Eq. (B.12) the Curie-Weiss law for S  = 1/2 with 
9 = CA 
Using Eqs. (B.2), (B.4) and (B.13), Eq. (B.12) can be written in scaling form as 
A/ 
A/sa.t 
= tanh g S p & H  
kBr 
( 9 \  A/ ' 
\T) Msat " 
(B.13) 
(B.14) 
This transcendental equation for A//A/sat has no analytic solution and, in contrast to Eq. (B.l), is not 
universally scalable to one independent quantity. The fact that A//Msat is proportional to ^B/f/kB(T — 
9) (the Curie-VVeiss law) for small values of ^B///kB(T — 9) is not apparent in Eq. (B.14). To explicitly 
include this ratio, we write Eq. (B.14) as 
M 
A'/iat 
= tanh g S f i Q H  3 J L ( L - l )  +  ( l )  J L  
-9){ TJ \TJ A/sat (B.15) [kB (T 
Defining the scaling variables x  =  an<^ t  = ]ij ^ or negative (antiferromagnetic) values 
of 9 = — \9\, Eq. (B.15) becomes 
z  = tanh z  —  x  x — (B.16) 
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gSuBH/kB(T-6) 
Figure B.l The ratio of the magnetization M ( H ,  T )  in the paramagnetic 
state to the saturation magnetization Afsat, for spin S = k an­
tiferromagnetic systems (0 < 0), obtained from mean-field the­
ory [Eqs. (B.12)-(B.16)1 plotted versus two independent quantities 
x  =  g S f i B H / k e i T  —  6 )  a n d  t  =  T / \ Q \ .  M a a t  =  N g S f i s -
with x, t, and z > 0. In terms of these variables2, Eq. (B.l) (the fit function used in Ch. 4) is 
z = tanh(x). (B.17) 
We see that Eq. (B.l) is the solution to the exact (within mean-field theory) Eq. (B.16) at both small 
and large values of the ratio x = in the paramagnetic state. 
The exact solution for z ( x ,  t )  was found by numerically solving Eq. (B.16) using Mathematica for 
various combinations of x and t. Figure B.l shows a plot of z versus x and t. As T/\6\ —» 0, a 
phase-transition-like kink appears at a value of i = 1, which is more clearly seen in the projection of 
MfMsat versus x shown in Fig. B.2. By definition, the paramagnetic magnetization [Eq. (B.12)] 
is only valid above the ordering temperature. Therefore, the curves shown in Figs. B.l and. B.2 with 
T/\9\ < 1 are valid within the mean-field approximation for T > IN, where Ts is given by Eq. (B.ll). 
2For spin S = 1/2, one has (S+ l)/3 = S and S(S+ L)/3 = S2 = 1/4. 
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0.8 
^-T/e = -o.oi 
T/9 = -0.5 
-~T/e = -i 
— tanh(x) (for T/|6| » 1 ) 
^8 0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
3.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.5 
gSnBH/[kB(T-Q)] 
Figure B.2 The ratio of the magnetization M( H ,  T) in the paramagnetic 
state to the saturation magnetization MSLit, for spin S = ^ an­
tiferromagnetic systems (0 < 0), obtained from mean-field the­
ory [Eqs. (B.12)-(B.16)j plotted versus x = /]\b{T — Q) 
for T/9 = -0.01 (o), T/9 = -0.5 (O) and T/0 = -1 (•). For 
comparison, tanh(x) (solid line) is also shown. 
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The kink that develops in the magnetization as T/\Q\ —* 0 appears to be an imphysical artifact rather 
than a phase transition. Thus, the relevance and applicability of mean-field theory in the paramagnetic 
state to temperatures Tn < T < |0| is questionable. At high temperatures where T/\6\ » 1. the exact 
mean-field z(x, t) becomes well-described by the tanh(x) shown in Fig. B.2 as a solid line. 
VVc were unable to solve the exact implicit transcendental mean-field equation for z(x, t) [Eq. (B.16)] 
during an intended least squares fit of the solution to our low T M{H) isotherm data for SroCu(OH)o us­
ing Mathematica. That is, for an unknown reason, Mathematica refuses to numerically solve Eq. (B.16) 
for z(x, t) for any set of initial values of x and t, within the non-linear least squares fitting routine. 
Therefore, we developed an approximate analytic solution for z(x, t) in Eq. (B.16), as follows. The 
first order solution to Eq. (B.16) is Eq. (B.17), as previously discussed. The second order solution is 
obtained if the right-hand-side of Eq. (B.17) is substituted for z in the right-hand-side of Eq. (B.16), 
giving 
z = tanh x — 
tanh(x) 
t 
(B.18) 
VVc iterate Eq. (B.16) to obtain the higher order solutions for z(x, t ) .  The first iteration is obtained by 
substituting the right hand side of Eq. (B.16) for z in Eq. (B.16) giving 
tanh [x - =yE] — x 
z = tanh x — (B.19) 
The second iteration gives 
z = tanh 
tanh 
x — 
x — 
tanli x—-
— X 
, etc. (B.20) 
The third and fourth order solutions to z(x, t) in Eq. (B.16) are obtained by substituting tanh(x) for 
z in Eqs. (B.19) and (B.20), respectively. The iterations are exact until this substitution is made. VVe 
found that consecutive order solutions for z(x) at fixed t oscillated above and below the exact z(x) 
obtained by numerically solving Eq. (B.16). Therefore, as an approximate solution to Eq. (B.16), we 
took the average of the second and third order solutions for z(x, t) [Eqs. (B.18) and (B.19)] which 
yielded 
z = ^ | tanh x — tanh(x) — x tanh 
tanh 
x — 
[x- tanh(jr)—r — x 
(B.21) 
To our knowledge, our approach to finding an approximate analytic solution to Eq. (B.16) is new. 
Figure B.3 shows a comparison of our approximate solution for z(x, t) [Eq. (B.21)] to the exact z(x. 
t) obtained by numerically solving Eq. (B.16). For T/\Q\ > 0.5, Eq. (B.21) is a good approximation 
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T/0 = -0.5 
T/0 = —1 
T/0 = -2 
Fit T/0 = -0.5 
Fit T/0 = -1 
Fit T/0 = -2 
-tanh(x) 
M at = NgSn B 
.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
gSnBH/[kB(T - 6)] 
Figure B.3 The ratio of the magnetization M ( H ,  T )  in the paramagnetic 
state to the saturation magnetization A/Sat for spin S = ^ anti­
ferromagnetic systems (8 < 0) obtained from mean-field theory 
[Eqs. (B.12)-(B.16)J plotted versus x = gSfj.oH/kQ(T — 0) for 
T/9 = -0.5 (o), T/9 = -1 (•) and T/9 = -2 (O). The solid 
lines arc the corresponding predictions of our approximate ana­
lytic solution to Eq. (B.16) given in Eq. (B.21). For comparison. 
tanh(x) (dashed line) is also shown. 
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Sr2Cu(OH) 
1.8 K 
2.5 K 
3.0 K 
3.5 K 
4.0 K 
4.5 K 
0.8 
d 0.6 
LL 
Fit: S = 1/2 
g = 2.132 
0 =-2.85(1 )K 
0.2 
H (T) 
Figure B.4 Magnetization M versus magnetic field H for Sr2Cu(OH)G at 1.8 K 
(o), 2.5 K (O), 3.0 K (•). 3.5 K (V), 4.0 K (A) and 4.5 K (<). The 
solid curves arc a fit to the data by Eq. (B.21) with parameters 
shown in the figure where g is go as given in Eq. (4.4). 
to the exact mean-field result. Based on the 9 value for SroCu(OH)s obtained from the fit discussed in 
Ch. 4 (shown in Fig. 4.10), the lowest value of T/\9\ reached by our data is ss 0.7, which is within the 
range of validity of Eq. (B.21). For comparison, also shown in Fig. B.3 is the fit function used in Ch. 4 
[Eq. (B.l)], z = tanh(ar). 
Figure B.4 shows the fit obtained from Eq. (B.21) to our low T  M { H )  isotherm data for SroCu(OH)c. 
where only 9 was allowed to vary. The fit yielded a VVeiss temperature 9 = —2.85(1) K with S fixed 
at 5=| and g fixed at g = gn = 2.132 [Eq. (4.4)]. This 9 value is consistent with the value obtained 
from the fit to the same data by Eq. (B.l). It is also consistent with the value obtained from the fit 
to the %(T) data. However, by visual comparison of Figs. B.4 and 4.10. it is clear that the modified 
Brillouin function in Eq. (4.10) is a better fit to the data below 3.5 K. We define the goodness of the 
fit x2 as 
1 N 
X2 = n—- E |/°bsW - /falc(r) |2 , (B.22) 
^ t=l 
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where p is the number of fitted parameters and N is the number of data points fit, so that N — p is the 
number of degrees of freedom. The \2 °f the mean-field fit, shown in Fig. B.4, is 4.32 xlO-5 (/zg/F.U.)2, 
whereas the for the fit by the modified Brillouin function, shown in Fig. 4.10, is 3.99xl0~6 (/IB/F.U.)2, 
an order of magnitude smaller. As before, allowing g to vary in the mean-field fit did not change the 
quality of the fit significantly and also yielded g = 2.17, which is somewhat too large. 
As determined from the Curie-Weiss fit to %(T), 9 for SroCu(OH)6 is —2.74(1) K. We do not see any 
evidence for antiferromagnetic ordering in the %(T) data down to T/\9\ ~ 0.7. We saw above that TN 
can decrease below \9\ when a negative (antiferromagnetic) intra-sublatticc exchange interaction occurs. 
This provides a mechanism for introducing frustration effects into mean-field theory and explains within 
the realm of mean-field theory the lack of ordering at T * \9\. 
Without an exact calculation (not available) of M ( H ,  T ) for SroCu(OH)c, we can do no better than 
to fit the data with mean-field theory. However, mean-field theory is not cxpected to be accurate when 
T < \9\ due to fluctuation cffccts that bccome important in real systems when T/\9\ < 1. As Ashcroft 
and Mermin (Réf. [1]) state, "Mean-field theory gives a grossly inadequate picture of the critical region, 
fails to predict spin waves at low temperatures, and even at high temperatures reproduces without 
error only the leading correction to Curie's law." Thus very good agreement at T < |0| with the 
M{H, T) predicted for the paramagnetic regime by mean-field theory would in any case be fortuitous. 
The excellent fit in Fig. 4.10 of our M{H, T) data for SroCu(OH)u obtained by using Eq. (B.l). when 
compared to the much worse fit obtained using the "exact" mean-field theory, suggests that the modified 
Brillouin function in Eq. (B.l) somehow compensates for the inaccuracy of mean-field theory at low 
temperatures. 
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